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-

Intense interest was manifested
this morning in the result .of the canvassing of the returns of Lincoln
county made yesterday afternoon, and
which give some information on the
Lincoln county returns
judgeships.
give Parker six more votes over the
original Republican estimate; Roberts gains one vote and Wright i two.
and Dunn
Burkhart loses forty-eigloses three, while Hanna gains twenty.

The work on Luna county began
this morning, all the members of the
canvassing board; Governor Mills,
Secretary Jaffa and Chief Justice
Pope being present.
Guadalupe county wa finished yesterday, all precincts being counted
except precinct 22, which was not
tabulated by the canvassing board as
the poll book had to be sent back for
the signatures of the judges, a duplicate of the book being kept here.
For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer Rufus J. Pa-lehas Teceived the sum of $65.50
from Game and Fish VTarden Thomas
n

P. Gable.
Board Adjourns,

The territorial board of penitentiary commissioners
adjourned this
morning after being in session two
'days. A number of applications for
parole were passed upon and several
bids for supplies were let.
New Company.

Articles of incorporation were filed
in the office of the territorial secretary today by the Mogollon Power
;and Mining Company naming R. P.
Barnes as the statutory agent, and
the place of business of the company
at Silver City, Grant county.
The
company is capitalized at $250,000,
divided in 250,000 shares at $1 each.
The incorporators and directors, are:
Thomas J. Curran, of Cooney, 1,000
shares; R. P. Barnes of Silver City,
500; C. C. Royall of Silver City, 500.
The company thus begins business
stock.
with $2,000 paid-i.
Pareles Recommended,
At the regular meeting of the Ter
ritorial Board of Penitentiary Commissioners held yesterday at the penitentiary a number of paroles were
and contracts for the ensuing six months awarded. The successful local bidders were, H. B.
and Brother, N. Salmon, Sellg-ma- n
Brothers, John Pflueger, and Leo
firms
Hersch. Among the
were Charles Ilfeld and Company, and
'Gross, Kelly and Company, both of Las
n

(By Special Leased Wire to Wew Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Dec. 9. The establishment of a National Park in Colorado totally different in character,
it ia said, from any existing park and
much closer to the center of population than of the present reservations,
except the Pecos Forest in New Itlex-ico- ,
and the proposed Pajarita Cliff
Dwellers' Park is recommended in a
number of letters received by Secretary of the Interior Fisher.
Fisher Is Willing.
"The general idea of hav.ing a large
park at or near the place proposed,
appeals to me personally," said Secretary Fisher today, "but before such
action is taken, It would be necessary
to have an examination made of the
'
territory. Therefore it would be
to
matter
to
the
submit
necessary
Congress as the Department has no
available, money even for the; sur-

vey."'

The park as proposed would Include an area of about 600,000 acres,
about the same area as the Pecos
Forest. Portions of Grand, Jackson,
Larimer, and Boulder counties would,
be included, just as the Pecos Forest
takes in portions of Santa Fe, San
Miguel, Mora, Taos and Rio Arriba
counties.
The park would take in
Longs Peak, Grand Lake end the
canyons of the Big Thompson River,
just as the Pecos Forest takes in the
highest peaks of New Mexico and .he
headwaters of the Pecos ana its

FIGHT IN NATIONAL

I

The South Opposes Any
Attempt to Reduce Its
Representation

MsiaoinnmT

Presidential Con
Republican
vention May Be Held at
St- - Louis- -

Those recommended for parole
were Marcos Corona, ChaveB county;
Juan Silva, Sandoval county;. Steve
Bardlsona, Santa Fe county; Francisco Carasco, Eddy county; Faustine
Ferdinand
Pino, Socorro
county;
Relies, Eddy county; Manuel Vargas,
Taos; Emillo Garcia, San Miguel;
Francisco Muniz, Otero county; Angel
Granado, Grant county; Jose Garcia,
Lincoln county; Fred L. Brabant, Bernalillo county; Jose F. Cox, San Mi
All the prisoners rec- guel county.
"ommended for clemency were short
term men serving from one to three
:years. The governor has not yet decided upon the
recommendations
made.
8IX JURORS ARE
8ELECTED

TENTATIVELY,

Trial of Beef Packer for Violation
of Sherman Law Adjourn
to Monday.
I
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., Dec. 9. Six members
of the jury which will try the Chica
tor alleged viola
go packers-Indicte- d
act
tion of the Sheridan- anti-truhad been accepted tentatively by

-

-

st

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Dec. 9. A con
members
ference of about twenty-fiv- e
of the Republican National Commit
tee will be held here Monday night
to protest against the old threat to

reduce Southern representation in
Republican National Conventions.
National Committeeman Cecil Lyon
of Texas, who called the meeting,
will present a resolution calling on
the National Committee to forbid
election of federal office holders es

delegates.
The fight to keep federal officers
out of the National Convention prom
ises to make the meeting of the Na
tion Committee next Tuesday one of
the livliest in recent years.
Much of the protest against the

large Southern delegation has been
based on the fact that federal office
holders have predominated and have
been "swung into line" to support
existing administrations.
Colonel Lyon hopes that by keeping the office holders off the delegations, the representation of the south-state- s
will not be Impaired.
Another move to be made by Colonel Lyon and his associates will be
to nullify the selection of any delegates made prior to the call of the
convention by the National Commit-to- .
was suggested by
,; This action
the election of Taft delegates from
Alabama several months ego at a
meeting called, by the Postmaster of
Mobile, a member of the committee

both government and defense today
when an adjournment until Monday
was taken. Five others had been ex from Alabama.
amined and passed by the defense
The threat to reduce the southern
and will be given to the government delegations has been resurrected by
after the panel Is concluded.
Senator Bourne of Oregon.
"I am going to use my best efforts
to have the forty delegates from
XXXXXXXXXXXXX
X Texas selected from Republicans who
COUNTY COMMISSIONER
are not indebted to any admlnistra-- '
.AND. 80N DROWNED.
X
tion because of their employment by
St
the government," said Mr. Lyon.
Body of Older Man' Found hi
as
"Personally I am going to insist
the Rk Grande Y ester-- . .
that the candidate tor president who
day Forenoon.
gets our votes shall come out against
the Bourne proposal to cut down out
X.. Special to the New Mexican.
X
representation. I further will Insist
Servilleta, N. M, Dec 9.
" Jf County Commissioner Margar-that no city be given the convention
whose state delegation is wfiTlng to
ito Borrego and his
cut down our strength in the convea
St son' were drowned ftTthe Rio
tion."
Grande, while trying to ford
The prospective fight appeared to
It is
St the river near Embudo.
have thrown the strength of the
that .the , father
St apparent
southern members ot, the committee
St found death in seeking to save
to St, Louis as the convention city,
St the life of his son. ' The body
'
although Chicago still seemed to be
St of the father was recovered
favored by a majority. Denver and
St yesterday, but the boy's body
Cincinnati also have put in bids
St has not yet been located. Mr.
President Taft will give a dinner to
St Borrego had been an honored
the committee Monday evening which
St and prominent citlien of Dlx-S- t
also will be attended by Postmaster
on, Rio Arriba county, for
General Hitchcock and Vice PresiSt many years
I St St St St St St St St St St St St St St Si dent Sherman.
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,By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
'
Knoxville, Tenn., Dec. 9. A dust"
exDlosion in the main mine of the;
Washington, D. C, Dec. 9.
Cross Mountain System near Brice-jActing in harmony on imville today entombed a large number
portant New Mexico interests
and appointments, National
of workers who had just entered for
Committeeman Solomon Luna
the day's toil. The miue is usually
has been again in consultation
manned by 200 miners.
at the White House, and DeleThe mine is owned and operated bj
gate W. H. Andrews was kept
the Knoxville Iron Company and is
and
about sr. miles from Knoxville.
busy before committees
In the House or Senate, and in
Throngs of Women and Children.
the various departments.
Throngs of women and children
Honors for Mr. Luna.
irnshed to the mine ' entrances and
Committeeman Solomon Luna
clamored to be allowed to make their
being the oldest member of
way inside to aid in the rescue. Many
continuous service of the Reof the women knew their husbands
publican National Committee,
had entered the mine before the blast,
is receiving marked considerMost of these wives, however, main- ation by the national committained brave hearts. The majority of
tee and the officials at Washthem had witnessed almost similar
ington.
scenes.
One woman wno garnereai
Indications are that the comothers about her, attempted to cheer
mittee will select Chicago as
her weeping sisters.
the place for the national con"Now,, I know my old man ain't
exvention, and owing to the
dead," she asserted. "It'll take more
pected late session of Conthan a dust explosion to kill him."
gress, the last part of June or
Flames Belch From Mine.
Rescue work was checked before 11
early in July will be the time
of the meeting.
3! o'clock. Great billows of flame began
to belch from the mouth of th mine.
Striking Down Industry.
The Democrats of the Ways
Rescue parties were hurled back by
and Means
Committee
are
the flames. Hope for the imprisoned
working quickly to strike down
miners yielded to despair.
protection on wool, cattle
Rescuers Driven Back.
and
Members of rescue squads who were
sheep, deciduous fruits
lumber1, and to injure other
driven back by flames and smoke
Interests of New Mexico and
declared they had advanced a mile
Arizona.
into the main shaft before they were
forced to retire and that they had
found no signs of the Imprisoned men,
KILLED WHILE BEATING
Just before being driven out,, they
at each of the
encountered a cave-iHIS MOTHER-IN-LAentries. It was of such a character
Juan Marcus, Who Had a Murder on as almost positively to confirm th
His Record, Shot Down By
early theory that "dust" had caused
Policeman at Cheyenne.
the explosion.
(By Spdclti. ceased Wire to New Mexican)
Three Escaped.
9.
MarDec.
Juan
Cheyenne, Wyo.,
Of all the men who went into the
a
cus,
Mexican, was shot and instant- mine, three have escaped. They were
ly killed by Policeman Kilgore, who John Lang, Sam Farmer, and Bert
called at the Mexican's home to ar- Hatmaker.
They were in one of the
rest Marcus, who was charged with lateral shafts. Warned by the noise,
assaulting his wife and mother-in-law- .
they escaped before overtaken by
When the officer appeared, the Mexi- - flames,
revolver," brrt'the 'police
Large Number Entombed.'
man fired before Marcus could shoot
These men observed bad "signs" as
Marcus, it is said, murdered a man they entered the mine. They believe
at Eaton, Colo,, and has a police re the exact location of the blast is at
ord here.
least two miles in the interior and 800
feet from the mountain crest. The
number of men entombed Is now vari
ously estimated at 125 to 268.
LAKE CITY
Because of the cave-Iand the
smoke and flames, it is impossible for
volunteer rescuers to proceed into the
mine.
Wait for Rescuing Apparatus.
They must await the coming of the
rescuing apparatus.
Next Irrigation' Congress federal
President Stephenson said the casualties would not be as large as at
Will Be Held In Capital
first reported from Bricevllle.
He
of Utah
said the mine is usually manned by
about 200 workers but many were
late In reporting for work today.
FIGHTOVER DRASTIC PROPOSAL
Early reports from the explosion
scene were vague. The first Intima
tion of the explosion was a slight con
Jones of New Mexico Opposes cussion at the shaft, then smoke
curled out from the opening.
Blanket Investigation of
Cave-In- s
Bar the Way.
Projects.
Dec. 9. Up to 2: SO
Knoxville,
o'clock this afternoon squads of res.
(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican) cuers had made no effective progress
Chicago, 111., Dec, 9. Salt Lake In their efforts to reach the entombed
City was chosen unanimously fot the miners. Cave-in- s
barred the way to
next National Irrigation Congress at the
point where it is hoped the hunfinal
the
session here today.
dred or more men are still aliva.
The meeting was protracted when

XXXSXXXXXXXXX

tributaries.

CECIL

xxxxxxxxxxxxx
Special to the New Mexican.

(By Special Leased Wire te New Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Antonio, Texas, Dec. 9. A reSenate.
today from Corrales, Mexico, beport
Not in session.
tween
Camargo and MatamoraB, Mex
Meets 2 p. m. Monday.
ico, in the state of Tamaullpas, is th;it
More witnesses for the oe-iX
a party of six, supposed to have been
fense heard at Lorimer
headed by General Bernardo Reyes,
quiry.
has purchased six horses from a
House.
X
ranchman and started for San Juan
Met at noon.
and Monterey.
X
Controller Bay charges fln
X ally dismissed by investigat
Filibustering Expedition.
X ing committee.
New Orleans, La., Dec. 9. The United States revenue cutter Davy ha9
"Sugar trust" inquiry conX tinued with evidence that the
been hurriedly dispatched from New
X trust is disposing of some beet
Orleans to search for a filibustering
and cane factory holdings.
expedition along the Gulf Coast, conX
Free raw material doctrine
cerning which well defined rumors are
X attacked in speech by Represaid to have reached secret service
X sentative Burgess of Texas.
The supposed expedition is
agents.
X
said to be aimed at the Mexican govPreparation of appropriation
bills begin.
ernment.
Investigation of entire InMay Launch Insurrection Any Day.
terior Department proposed by
San Antonio, Dec. 9. An earlier deMr. Graham of Illinois.
velopment today was a statement from
Debate on Sherwood bill to
the Reyes family that they believed
increase pensions.
the general would arrive in Washington today. They showed a telegram,
as a proo!
bearing a St. Louis
Controller Bay Charges Dismissed. that Reyes still is date,
in the United
D.
9.
A
forC, Dec.
Washington,
States and on his way east.
mal report to t!:a House today from
From another source a telegram
the committee on expenditures in the was offered as
proof that Reyes had
Interior Department dismisses from crossed the border
and had been it
consideration
Congressional
"The Csmargo
Both telegrams
Controller Bay" charges, the keystone bear Reyes'yesterday.
name.
of which was the widely quoted "Dick
rumors that still smack ol
to Dick" letter and the accusation Vague
declare the alleged Reye3
authenticity
that Richard S. Ryan will be acquiring revolution "the
a monopoly of valuable Alaska harbor may be launched big insurrection,'
any day.
rights.
The committee's action was based on
the recommendation of Louis D; Bran-dei- s
and Amos Pinchot, counsel for

XXXXSXXSXXXSXX

the committee.

Government Railroad Advocated.
"The government," the committee
report says, "should not part with the
title to any coal, petroleum, natural
gas or mineral land which it now owna
in Alaska.
"The eovernmenl vhnnlil
construct, acquire, own and. if neces

sary, operate at least one railroad
there.
"If Alaska is to be deveiooed that
development must come either through
outside syndicated wealth or through
individual energy and enterprise, stimulated and aided by government con
struction of necessary railroads."

PEONAGE

n

CAPTURES P

TWO KILLED

.

tion.
Officers Elected.

;

. Chicago, 111., Dec. 9.

'v.

;
,
go.
Foreign
Secretary E. McQueen
Gray, Albuquerque, N. M.
R. Insinger,
First
Spokane, Wash.
Second
J. B. Case,
Abilene, Kans.
Third vice president
John Fair- weather, Fresno, Calif.
A resolution was adopted urging the
states to appoint commissions to in
vestigate the 'prospectuses and litera
ture of all irrigation and mining pro
jects undertaken by private capital
Sanitation. V
Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, chief of the
Bureau of Chemistry of the Depart
intent of Agriculture1, urged santtar
tion of streams used for irrigation pur
poses.

Machinery Arrives Two cars loaded with machinery for the new laun

dry to be established here, arrived
this morning over the A. T. ft 8. F.
railroad. The new concern will .open
its doors- about the first of the Tear.

1

-

Clash Between American
and Italian Mine Laborers
In Arizona

The Congress

elected these officers:
President United States Senator
Francis G. Newlands, Nevada.
Secretary Arthur Hooker, Chica

-

INJACE RIOT

T

FIGHT

iT

MIAMI

Third Man Was Wounded In
'
the Arm During a Lively

Fusilade.

Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
(By
Globe, Ariz., Dec. 9. Jim Johnson
and Jack Bowen, employes of the
Live Oak Mine, were shot and Instantly killed, and itngelo Frenonta,
an Italian, was wounded in the arm.
In a Bhooting affray at Miami, near
here, at midnight Trouble arose be
tween American and foreign laborers,
and a race riot was feared, according
to information given the sheriff's office. Residents of Miami declared
the situation was under control.

STEEL TRUST HAS MANY
UNFILLED ORDERS Ot BOOK 8.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, Dec. 9. Unfilled orders
e
books of the United States
Steel Corporation on November 30,
were 4,141, 955 tons, as compared with
3494,329 tons on October 31, 1911, and
t,7o,4i3 tons on November 3ft. 1910.
on-th-

,

COLORADO

forty-eigh-

blaze

Sixteen Hours In Beet
Fields
OF

THEIR OWN

FREE

illumi-

Decorations,

11

IJOI

Los Angeles Calif., DecT9Sheriff
William H. Hammell announced at
noon today
that the McNamaras
might be on their way to Saif Tjuen-tisome time between now and tomorrow morning.
"I am waiting for a special steamer " said the sheriff.
The announcement came after the
sheriff had a talk with Judge Bord-wel- l.

WESTERN GOVERNORS GUESTS
OF PHILADELPHIA TODAY.

Take a Look at Eight
Battleships in Quaker. City

Land Lubbers

Navy Yards."

n

Russians and Italians Work

of glory.

t,

nation and every attendant circum
stance is being planned with great
thoroughness. The appointment of
BROTHERS
all committees except the reception
committee was completed and the
outlines of the program were filled In
TESTIFY yesterday afternoon. The sum ot
$3,000 has been set aside to meet expenses. A thousand Invitations have
McNamaras Will Start For been mailed to all parts of the Territory and although the Armory will
San Quentin Some Time
admit twice the number of persons
that were at the last inaugural ball,
Tonight
yet there will be such a rush for ticket when, they are placed on sale next
to be pres
FEDERAL JURY STILL PROBING week, that those intending
ent had better telephone Acting Chair
man Arthur Seligman, or other memto reserve tickbers of the
Who Was Responsible for Ex- ets for them.committee
The tickets will be $10
as they have been at former Inauguplosions After the Arrest
rals.
of Dynamiters ?
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)

E

a fight was started over a resolution
calling for ate investigation of all
irrigation and mining projects with
a view, to weeaing out those that
were unworthy and thus saving loss
by investors.
Delegates Moody of Washington
and Jones of New Mexico .Xouglft the
adoption of the resolution, declaring
it was a scheme to kill certain legitimate projects now Under considera

--

The inaugural ball will be held in
the National Guard Armory. That was
the decision yesterday afternoon at a
meeting of the executive committee
with the chairmen and
The real de
of the
cision, however, was first made by the
ladies who had looked over the Palace
of the Governors and voted that it
was suited for the purposes of not
only the public reception but also as
a place in which to serve the refreshments.
Ode Written for Occasion.
Father Julius Hartman submitted
the words and music of an ode which
he had written and composed tor the
inauguration. It. was adopted and will
to
be sung by a chorus of
be costumed and grouped as a living
flag. The words are dignified and
breathe an Intense patriotism and the
music is majestic and inspiring. The
words and music are being printed by
a Cincinnati publishing house.
Arrangements Well Under Way.
The arrangements to make the in
auguration the grandest social event
in the history of New Mexico are
well under way and the committees
are working like beavers on the details entrusted to them. It is practically only thre weeks to New Year
and it will require considerable of a
rush to complete every preliminary for
the events that will crowd the day.
from 10 in the morning, when the for
mal program is to begin, until late
at night when the ball will end in a

WILL

Though the federal grand Jury will
not meet again until next Tuesday,
Thus Earn Money to Buy Their Oscar Lawler, the government's spe
cial prosecutor of the alleged dyna
Own Farm and Be
miting conspiracies, was occupied to
Independent.
day with several of the witnesses,
among them Mrs. D. H. Ingersou, of
The latter kept a
(Br Special Leased Wire to New Mexican San Francisco.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 9. In a lodging house Where James B. Mc
statement made public today, lormer Namara lived for a time.
While
Governor Henry A. Buchtel of Colo- there M. A, Schmidt, under indict
rado, vigorously denied that condi- ment as an accomplice of James B.
tions approaching peonage existed in McNamara in destroying the Times
the sugar beet fields of Colorado.
building, anu several other persons,
The statement referred to the tes- are
supposed to have visited the
of
James Bodkin of Colorado place.
timony
before the House sugar investigation
Mrs. Ingersoll's testimony is re
committee that men and women in the
as
because it is ex
beet fields worked sixteen hours a garded to important
involve certain persons as
pected
at
day
labor. Governor Buchtel explained that these men having had guilty knowledge of the
to
and women were Russians or Italians explosions occurring subsequent
McNamara's sojourn in San Francis
who worked by the Job, not by the day.
CO.
"By the aid of his wife and children
these men will make more money in Mr. Lawler admitted today that the
one month In Colorado than he coulo. McNamaras would not testify for the
Asked whether the grand
make in two years In Russia or Italy,' present.
jury had nearly completed its probe,
said the former governor.
"Usually that man will own his own Mr. Lawler answered in the negative,
farm at the end of two years. He indicating that it would take some
and his wife will each earn about $5 time for all the witnesses to be ex
a day in the beet fields and each of amlned.
The McNamara brothers told the
his children will earn about $3 a day.
"This crime of giving the poor la- jailors today they were anxious to
borers of other countries a c'nanoe leave Los Angeles and begin their
to own a farm by the labor of approx- terms in the state penitentiary. J.
imately two years, is an old crime B., who has a sentence of life imin this country. The founders of the prisonment before him, is more
republic talked much about the crime cheerful than his brother John, who
of making here in these United has only fifteen years to serve, acStates an asylum for the oppressed cording to the deputies who have
of every land. I am proud to be able been guarding the cell where both
to say from personal knowledge of are confined.
me people in every part of Colorado,
that Industrious and purposeful work- MODERN BORGIA 8TRICKEN
ing men have now in Colorado as
WITH PARALY8IS IN JAIL.
nne opportunities to get on In the
worm as tney have ever had at
any Mrs. Louis Vermilya Charged With
time in other states in the Union."
Poisoning Ten Persons is
Declared In Critical Condition.
AMERICAN FIGHT8 AUSTRALIAN
CHAMPION TO STANDSTILL.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Sydney, N. S. W Dec. 9. "Jimmy"
Chicago, 111., Dec. 9. Mrs. Louise
Clabby, of. Milwaukee,, . middleweight Vermilya, charged with having poisboxing, champion of Australia, met oned nine others was stricken with
Dave Smith, formerly , middleweight paralysis today and Dr. Thomas
champien of Australia, today at the
physician at the county Jail,
siaaium in a twenty-roun- d
contest where she is Imprisoned, said her eon'
which ended la draw.
dition was critical.
back-breakin- g

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Philadelphia, Dec. 9. The western
governors who are touring the country were met here today by a committee from trade organizations and

were escorted to city hall where they
were welcomed by Mayor Blanken-burThen a visit was made to Independent Hall and the party then viewed the harbor. Luncheon was served
on the way to the Philadelphia, navy
yard. Captain M. W. Grant, commandant of the yard, did the honors
and showed the governors eight 'battleships.
After a trip through Fairmount
Park, the party returned to their special train to prepare for the dinner to
be given them at the Manufacturers'
Club this evening. The governors depart for New York at midnight.
g.

COMMISSION FORM IS
DECLARED CONSTITUTIONAL.

Salt Lake Municipal Officers Elected
November 7, Are Given

.Certificates.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Salt Lake City, Utah, Dec. 9. Certificates of election were issued to-

day to municipal officers elected November 7, following a decision of the
state supreme court, upholding the
constitutionality of the law- providing a commission form of government
for Salt Lake City.
'
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FORMER SANTA FE
PRINTER HELD UP.

,

Ho-ga-

-

Jfi

X

X
X
X
X

X

:

X
X
X
and Student of Mil- X
X
itary Institute Arrested
X
Charged With Deed.
X
'
F. H. Ingle, formerly a lino- X
type operator in the New X
Mexican office, and Herbert X
Ayres, another printer, were X
held up at Roswell on Thurs- X
day .night at the point of a re-- X
volver by two masked men, X
but made their escape. Jack X
Padgett, recently discharged X
from the territorial penitent!- - X
ary, where he served sixteen
months for larceny; and H. C. X
Trigg, a student at the Mill-- X

X tary Institute, were arrested.
X Trigg had on him a pair of
X brass knuckles and Padgett a
X revolver and both were identl-X fled by Ingle and Ayres.

X
X
X
X.

XSSSXXXXXXSXXXS

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

kAGE TWO

Store
The Little
tothe Front

FAPE'S

DIAPEPSIN
FOR BAD STOMACHS.

MERCHANTS MEET IN
FIRST ANNUAL SESSION.

SATURDAY

WELL-KNOW-

Indigestion, Sourness, Gas, Heartburn Elect L. B. VickRoy President
or Dyspepsia Relieved in Five
cuss Getting Lower Freighc
Minutes.
Rates.
,
stomTake your sour,
achor maybe you call it indigestion. The first annual meeting of the San
was
Dyspepsia, Gastritis or Catarrh of ta Fe Merchants' Association,
)
stomach; it doesn't matter take your held in the Assembly Room of the Old
stomach trouble right with you to Palace last night and the meeting, beWfc HAVE
ing the first of its kind, was replete
JVui 1 uaimauoi aim ani uuu
a
case of Pape's Diapepsin with interest.
our Customers and let you eat one
We'll have THANKSGIVING TURKEYS
Trian- There was a full attendance and
gule and see if within five minutes everyone seemed pleased at the way
there is left any trace of your former the organization has prospered during
the past year.
misery.
The correct name for tha trouble
A matter of great importance to
is Food Fermentation food souring; Santa Fe was brought to the atten- tne Digestive organs Decome weau, tion of the association. It was the
there is lack of gastric juice; your effort to secure lower freight rates,
food is only half digested, and you h. B. Cartwright pointed out the benebecome affected with loss of appetite, fits that would accrue to Santa Fe if
pressure and fullness after eating, this city could be made what is call- vomiting, nausea, heartburn, gnpmg ed a "common point" for water and
in bowels, tenderness in the pit of nfjl shipments from Galveston.
It
stomach, bad taste in mouth, consti- - was shown that El Paso can get
pauon, pain in nmos, sleeplessness, freight shipped to it from New York
Santa Fe.
Southern Corr1ir Plaza.
Telephone No. 4a
belching of gas, biliousness, sick for half the price Santa Fe pays. Mr.
ot cartwright insisted that the lower
neauacne, nervousness, dizziness
PURCHASES.
TICKET8 WITH ALL CASH
WE GIVE REGISTER
many other similar symptoms.
rates can be obtained by this city if
If your appetite is fickle and nothing an earnest effort is made. Mr. Cart- tempts you, or you belch gas, or it wright was appointed a committee of
you feel bloated after eating, or your one to confer with an attorney on
food lies like a lump of lead on your this matter to see what is the best
stomach, you can make up your mma course to pursue.
that at the bottom of all this there is Routine business was then transactbut one cause fermentation of undi- - ed and finally the election of officers
We carry the best of Imported Goods.
lor the ensuing year took place. L
gested food.
Prove to yourself in five minutes b. VickRoy was
Our Bakery is always going. Fresh
president,
that your stomach is as good as any; The other offices are: T. Z Winter
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :
and there is nothing really wrong,
Leo Hersch ' secretary- ,i
.
; ..
j 1
j v
iu:.. c
r,auian
oiup iuib ibimcuwuuu auu ucsiu
salmon, treasurer. On the
on Thursday and
Delicious Cream
ing what you want without fear of. executive committee are H. B. Cart- aiscomiort or misery.
j wright, Frank Andrews,
T. Z. Winter
James L. Seligman, Adolph Seligman,
ROW.
POVERTY
Nathan Salmon, Leo Herscb, L B
Phone, 19 Black.
'Tis a group of old dwellings outside VickRoy and J A Wood
of the town
Another meeting will be held Mon- Straggling and shaky, unpainted and day night at the office of L B
;
Roy for the purpose of appointing an
.
.
secretary ana attending- to
And called in derision, "Tho Pnvortv other matters.

LAWYER

N

Dis-

Always

Cooking and Baking Bags
Itlbffl.

for

Bananas,

Oranges,
Nuts,
Grape Fruits,
Plum Pudding.
Crnberries,
And All Kinds of Vegetables.

in

-

The Delicatessen Store

ca-v-

Puffs

Saturday

LOUIS NAPOLEON

i

AND RETAIL

Row,
A record

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agent

For INTERNATIONAL

STOCK

FOOD.

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages

ALFALFA SEED.

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

Phone Black

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

45

the thoughtful may read as

they go,
The "sins of the fathers" here glar
ingly show;
The sons of the erring, the dull, and
the slow,
Perforce must oft house them in
Poverty Row.
Poverty Row! Poverty Row!
A dolorous song for the lips or the
bow;
Yet virtue oft blossoms as pure as the
snow
Within the drear confines of Poverty
Row.
And children here shout as they run
to and fro,
Brimming with mischief they play and
they grow:
The heirs of the shovel, the saw and'

SPECIAL SALE

Go

at

the hoe,
forth to their
Poverty Row.

struggle

from

WATCH FOR BIG AD

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

AROUND

JESSE FRENCH PIANO
Now on
THIS

the floor of the Sante Fe Trail

WILL APPEAL

PIANO

& Curio Co.

TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND

IS

THE STATE

J

Safe Robbed.
The office of the Home Lumber
Company at Raton, was broken into
and $30 stolen out of the safe.

ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF

LEARN ARD-LI- N
are ordering in

DEM AN N COMPANY

d
shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
and Arizona purchasers.
car-loa-

SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.

LEARNARD &
LINDEMANN CO.
E. M. Lehnor,

I

R.

Established
"

Albuqurque,

1900

New. Mexico

Expert German Piano Tuner.

J. CRICHTON

DAWSON COAL

" The
Quality Coal."
333 HICKOX STREET,

Near Union Depot

PHONE, RED 100.

Far Mr at papular prises
CHUCK'S BACK JURE
hMM

usglas and mMI
THEODORE
(MR 1IC

hnm.

C0R1IOL

rm.

"While attending school at Lebanon, Ohio.
In 1882, there was a small-po-x
scare, and
v.e were all vaccinated.
Presumably from
impure virus used, I became afflicted with,
doiis, wmcn lasted lor aooui
iwo years, wucu tne amicuun
assumed the form of an
eczema on my face, the lower
part of my face being Inflamed most of the time.
There would be water-bliste- rs
rise up, and open, and
wherever the water would
touch it would burn, and
cause another one to rise.
After the blister would open,
the place would scab over,
and would burn and itch so
as to be almost unbearable at times. In this
way the sores would spread from one place to
another, back and forth over the whole of my
upper lip and chin, and at times the whole
lower part of my face would be a solid sore.
This condition continued for four or five years,
without getting any better, and in fact got
worse all the time, so much so that my wife
became alarmed lest it prove fatal.
"During all this time of boils and eczema,
I doctored with the best physicians of this
part of the country, but to no avail. Finally
I decided to try Cuticura Remedies, which I
did, taking the Cuticura Resolvent internally, applying the Cuticura Ointment to
the sores, and using the Cuticura Soap for
washing. In a very short time I began to
notice improvements, and continued to use
the Cuticura Remedies until within less than
a year I was well again, and have not had a
recurrence of the trouble since, which is over
twenty years. I have recommended Cuticura
Remedies to others ever since, and have great
faith in. them as remedies for skin diseases."
(Signed) A. C. Brandon, Attorney-at-LaGreenville, O., Jan. 17. 1911.
Sold throughout the world.
Send to
Potter D. & C. Corp., Dept. 3A, Boston, for
free sample of Cuticura Soap and Ointment.

evening

i
'

at

MRS. GOOD COOK:
ragW"-;MR. GOBLER ESPECIALLY REQUESTS THAT HE BE CARV
A
BRAND NEW
ED WITH
CARVING SET.
OUR CARVING
KNIVES WILL CARRY A RAZOR EDGE AND
AND MAKE CARVING QUICK AND EASY.
YOU'LL BE GLAD TO HAVE YOUR FRIENDS
DINE WITH
YOU IF YOU HAVE NEW KNIVES, FORKS AND SPOONS FOR
THE TABLE. COME AND SEE OURS.
-

Bound Over for Robbery.
Jose L. Romero was bound over in
$500 bail at Raton on the charge ol
robbery.

Phone

Every Woman

Imperial Laundry

Ranch House Destroyed.
The ranch home of Charles John,
First Presbyterian Church.
three miles northwest of Moriarty,
B. Z. McCollough, Minister.
was destroyed by fire. The contents
Allen Mc- Sunday School 9:45.
were also a total loss.
Cord, superintendent.
Morning Worship 11 a. m. Theme,
Thirteen Round Fight at Gallup.
"After Death, What?" Special music
At Gallup, in a thirteen round fight, by the choir.
Fidelio Silva gained the decision over
Christian Endeavor 6:30. Leader,
Joe Coretto in the presence of a Harold
Subject "The
Stephens.
Source of a Worker's Strength."
large crowd in the opera house.
Theme,
Evening Worship 7:30.
Cashed Forged Check In Saloon.
"A Confidence Game in the Plains oi
Henry Burke of Raton, accused of
Usual prayer
hour Wedne-da- y
passing a forged check in a Gate City
saloon, is being sought by the Swastika Fuel Company.
Demented Italian Captured.
An Italian miner, supposed to be
demented, escaped from the Miners'
Hospital at Raton, but was recaptured on Fisher's Peak near Trinidad
He was almost frozen to death.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

If Its Hardware We Have It.

14.

RHEUMATISM

No. 23.

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

Handsome!

XMAS

XMAS

GIFTS
c o

FOR

Phene us, we will be glad to call for
your laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursdays and
Fridays.
All work Is guaranteed; jour socks
are mended and buttons sewed en
your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122

R. H. STOLLE, Agent.

KIDNEY AILMENTS

Newspaper Changes Hands.
Dr. N. D. Tobey is the new editor
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
of La Voz Publica at Vaughn, and W.
L. Patterson is the publisher. It is a
La Salle
Spanish-Englis- h
Leandro
weekly.
Sena was formerly editor and Placido
It cures, and you remain cured
CHAS. OANN, Prop.
B. y Baca, the publisher.
we know, and you wilt if you try it.
Telephone II.
Conceded the greatest kidney water
on earth.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Pumping plant at Willard.
The storage capacity of the Santa
Why not visit Faywood Hot 8prings Regular Meals 25 cents.
Fe pumping plant at Willard, Tor first, since you will eventually go
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
rance county, is being Increased from there anyway?
Short Orders at All Hours.
190,000 gallons to 760,000 gallons. Six
Hotel.
Perfect
Large Modern
BY THE WEEK $5.00
BOARD
ty tank cars are filled daily at the Climate. Booklet
French Noodle Order 20c a dun,
pumping station and furnish, water
T. C, McDERMOTT,
to the entire division.
New York Chop Sue; 5C.
"The Faywood," Faywood, N. M

FAYWOOD

Restaurant

ss

s

s

"SCfl

IS AT OUR STORE.

COME

SELECT YOUR GIFTS.
SANTA CLAUS AND
A LARGE
SUPPLY AT
SMALL

COST.

Santa Fe, New

Phone 6619 Black.

Mex.

Why Import Mineral Water ?
WHEN

:

YOU CAN

:

GET THE

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

Delivered to your house.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

WATER CO.

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
CAD

Clip
rUR JiilX

Improved

and unimproved

City Property,

Orchards

andRancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rjfhts
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Barf ain.'F"
Modern Residences for Rent.

F. M. JONES.
WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

2

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.

PHONE RED 122

STOMACH TROUBLES

Phone, Red No.

14

Handsome

Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.
Phooe Red

Phone

F. GORMLEY,

FRANK

j

mem

HOT SPRINGS

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE

Cuticura Remedies Which He Recommends for Skin Troubles.

e

Oh-No-

LUMBER & COAL YARD

By

hand-shak-

Poverty Row! Poverty Row!
Laugh at it! Scoff at its want and its
woe!
Who knows but a martyr may heavenward go
From out the long penance of Poverty
Row.
George W. Priest, in December Na
tional Monthly.

SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

IF

7:30.
Every one is cordially invited to any
or all of these services.
St. John's Methodist Episcopal Church
Regular services next Lord's Day
as follows.
Sunday School 9 : 45 a. m. A hearty
CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS
invitation is extended to all to come
out and engage in a devout and dili
gent study of God's word. PreachCathedral.
December 10, 1911. Second Sun- ing services at 11 a. m., sermon by
the pastor. Theme. "I Have Called
day in Advent.
You Friends," Epworth League, 6:30
First Mass at 7 o'clock a. m.
Missions, The Star
Second Mass at 9:30 a. m. Sermon p. m. Subject, World-widWonder."
Bethlehem, a
in English.
Third Mass at 10:30 a. m. Sermon Mrs. M. T. Dunlavy, leader. Preach
ing service, 7:30, pastors theme being'
in Spanish.
Refuge."
The regular midweek prayer ser-- j
Latfy of Guacratupe.
First mass 6 a. m. Secant nasi vice Thursday evening at 7:30.
Greeting: As a church, we extend to
(lies) 9:31 a. m.
all a cordial invitation to attend the
services, and a hearty welcome to the
Church of the Holy Faith.
of its privilege. The Pastor
sharing
Second Sunday in Advent.
Ser- will be
glad to meeT strangers and es
vices. Holy Communion, 8 a. m. Mornpecially those who are to make their
ing Prayer and Sermon, 11 a. m. homes in this city. He will always
Sunday School, 9:45 a. m.
be at the door at the close of the ser
The subject of the sermon will be,
to greet, and be greeted by a
"The Word of God, Which Liveth vice,
friendly
and Abideth Forever."
Read the
A Church for the People.
Collect, Epistle and Gospel for the day
J. M. SHIMER,
in the Prayer Book.
Pastor
When St. John received the vision
of Jesus Christ, which he tells us
about in the Apocalypse, he was not
lounging around the house or killing
ana mourn Know
time by reading the Sunday papers.
it uucrettieu
about the wonderful
i
He tells us himself how he was emMARVEL Whirling Spray
TO new Yrlnnl fyrlnce.
ployed. "I was in the spirit on the
Best 11 ost conven
Lord's day and I heard a voice." That
ient, it cleanse
was how it was. He was engaged in
Alle rmr drnmrlM for It. i
the worship of God, and he heard and If ha cannot iuddIT the
accept no
he saw! Aren't you tired of living in MARVEL,
nthnr. mx vnd at&mn for
honk falfd. It fffVM
the world seeing and hearing no more HlnarrAbwl
full particular! and directions ln- tn tuUt. M 4 It V EL. CO.
than a horse, a mule which have no valnahlfi
44 Kaat 1 84 Btrsttt. M W TOPK- understanding no spiritual nature?
I think many people must be, for so
many go off and shoot themselves.
Yet the spiritual world is ever near
us. You should hear God's voice and
see a vision. It was not an accident
that St. John was at worship when
For Best Laundry Work
he heard and saw. Perhaps you don't
hear God speaking nor see what He
intends you to behold, because you BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
do' not worship. It may be so.
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
Vick-brown-

WHOLESALE

0CEMii--

Screened

r

1

Wood

RATON-YANKE-

Lump

CERRILL08

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithisg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

OTzffii7S?,Sf.
Telephone

103

Palace Ave.

Steam Coal

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

LOVELW STAID LIE
Fihe Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surrles, Saddle Horses

Call

up 'Phone 9

When in Meed of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

RATES RIGHT.
Bon Gaspir Avenne

CHAS. CLOSSON

DECEMBER

SATURDAY.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. 11

1911.
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PAGE THREB

Only Twelve More Christmas Shopping Days Left
....GRAND TEA PARTY....

Brothers Company's Santa Claus Toyland.
Seligman
" Buster BilHken,"
will all be there " Miss Mischief will be the
and
w

Hostess,
"Candy Kid' "Tootsie,"
the " Dutch Girl " and " Boy " will be among the guests.

They

The Doll Line is Complete and

Up-to-Dat-

"Baby Bumps," and

The Real new and Unbreakable, the Mechanical Walking, the "Old Rag," Celluloid. Dressed or Undressed. With them we have a large display of Folding
English Perambulators, Brass
Doll
Doll
Furniture
Trunks.
and
Beds,
Go-Car- ts,

e;-

KEEP YOUR EYE ON THIS SPACE
HIGHWA

A LONG FELT WANT

We make

INTEREST

Imported

the

Clothes

iness an

Tuskegee Institute to Be Established in the Region of
the Congo.

such as you

Art. Every

can only

Garment

Bus-

IN

PANAMA

CANAL

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican

Jacks at lower rates than ever before. I can ship jacks from Cedar Rapids, la, to Albuquerque, N. M, for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104
each, and can reach other points at c orresponding rates.

Wells Fargo & Co. Express

1

London, Dec. 9. Interest In the
Panama canal continues to grow on
this side of the water, and its possible effect on shipping has already, in

is made by

Big Cities.

I am
arranging to change my business location from Cedar
Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable pointnear by. I am
shipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January 1,
1912, being my first consignment. I would like to correspond with
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood
Mares. I can also furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
and Registered Shropshrire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please
write me. if not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.
W. DeCLOW,
Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la
I have
recently secured a special rate by express by which I can ship

London Is Experimenting
With New Kind of Material for Roads

Fine

see in the

W. L. DeCLOW,
America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer, Removing His Business to New Mexico.

Hnimi

SAVES MILLION

and made in the City

ARE CUT-FI- T

!.

i

of Albuquerque,

measure, passed the speculative
stage.
This is indicated by the number of
orders placed by the big transportation companies for new steamships.
These orders exceed the usual quota
and it is believed that they anticipate participation in the increase of
ocean transportation which, is expected to follow the opening of the
new route.
The latest company to order new
line,
ships is the Holland-Americwhich has ordered two big cargo vessels from an English shipyard. The
rumor that a German firm, backed by
the emperor, is planning to build a
rival canal through Nicaragua has
caused some comment in the English
press, but no one can be found to
stand sponsor for the story.

O. N. MA RRON,
Treasurer-Elec-

of the State of New Mexico.

t

School vrtiich had just been opened.
He remained in that position
until
1891, reading law in his spare
April,
Their
in
We have
jj moments. He was admitted to the
X bar in 1891" becoming a partner of
Them.
Line.
x Judge Needham.C. Collier, who upon
X
Assistant superintendent U. X his elevation to the bench, appointed
X S. Indian School.
x Mr. Marron district clerk, in which
X
Resided in Santa Fe 1890 to X position Mr. Marron
served
four
X 1891.
x years.
X
Admitted to bar in 1891.
X
Mr. Marron was born in 1861 at
X
District court clerk for four X Port Henry, N. Y., where he received
X years.
x his education. When he came to New
X
Master in chancery wTio X Mexico in 1889, as an employe in the
X sold Atlantic & Pacific Rail- - X Indian
Service, he began to read law
X road.
in the office of the late W. B. Child-erX
Mayor of Albuquerque three X
who stood godfather to more AlX times.
x buquerque attorneys than any other
X
Bank presiaent.
lawyer. While district clerk, Mr. Mar
X
Chairman of Democratic ter-- X ron was appointed master in chancery
X ritorial central committee.
X and sold the Atlantic & Pacific Rail-- !
An Iron Road.
X
Active as officer of Knights X road Company. For three terms he
So successful has the experimental
x served as mayor of Albuquerque, has
"iron" road proved that London hopes X of Columbus.
Married.
x been chairman of the Democratic ter--!
to save one million dollars annually X
by the extension of the system. The XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ritorial central committee and has
Work Will Please You
been very active in the Knights of
because the
"iron" road,
From teaching school to law, from Columbus,
process of making and the materials
traveling all over the ter--!
You
Promptness
He
used, renders its surface practically law to public office, seems to "have ritory instituting new lodges.
impervious, extends for a distance of been the outline of the early life of was one of the organissers of the State
means
Many
experience
f
miles.
National BanK at Albuquerque and
three and
m0jt of America.s stare8men
0 N. is
its president. Mr. Marron is mar-- :
before any portion of the
In 1906-0wall
who
M"ron
be New Mexico's Tied, has a
cannot be equaled and
Work
iron road was laid, 14,189 tons of
child, and those who have
.rst 8ta,te 1t0reasurer' came to Ne" had the
of entering his
privilege
grit and refuse was removed from
9
superin-ewill convince you.
home circle, have declared it ideal.
the public ways. The quantity remov- -' Mef in,
u- - s- Indian Industrial
1
was 9,038 tons, and!mvde"t
It is hoped that Mr. and Mrs. Marin
there was a saving on the cartage f0,01 at Albuquerque. In August of ron will take up their residence lis
NOT PLACE YOUR ORDER FOR A
of!the following year, he was transfer- - Santa Fe, when Mr. Marron takes his
and disposal of the sweepings
THE
$5,000. Composed chiefly of the struc- red to the Santa e Indian Industrial oath of office as state treasurer.
OR AN OVERCOAT
ture of the road, each ton so displaced had to be replaced by new mar
terial at a cost moderately estimated many conferences, have come to the HOW ARGENTINE CONTROLS
PRICE OF BREAD HERE.
at 2,500 a year. At this rat it is conclusion that the time has arrived
f
calculated that the saving in scaveng- - for their religious activities to be sup- ing on roads made on the Fulham plemented by some form of industrial Mere Fear of Heavy Rains There
Sends Up Price of Wheat on
plan would amount to not less than enterprise among the natives. At an
253 San Fraitisco Street,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
one million dollars a year.
Chicago Market.
important conference held last month
Chicago, 111, Dec. 9. Fears of seri
The saving is figured not alone in'on tne upper Congo and attended by
monev. but in lives, for the death sta- a IarSe number of American mission- - ous damage from heavy rains in west;
tistics show a remarkable decline in anes, resolutions to this effect were era Argentine, poisoned the wheat
the district of the "iron" road. In adopted and are now being considered market today but not for long.
COMFORTING WORDS.
a disease largely attribut-- : by tne 'various foreign missionary so-- ing prices were the same as last
up. May started at
ed by medical authorities to tho dust cieties involved. Some of the most ex-- night to
to 97
and rose to 97
Will nuisance, the decline is especially Perienced missionaries have been sent 973-Many a fianta Fe Household
Find Them So.
but then fell to 97
The close
Europe in connection
striking. From the standpoint of veh- 10 America ana
was nervous with May 97
a net
icle users the road promises to be witn tne Plan- c.
The proposal to establish a modified gam of
To have the pains and aches of a popular, for it wears tires less rapidly
con- Influenced by wheat, corn had a
bad back removed; to be entirely free tractive effort is reduced and paint form the Tuskegee Institute
technical
the
more
made
work
durable,
steady tone at the outset. May open-anindustrial,
is
.
templates
from annoying, dangerous
urinary
to c
to
higher at 62
agricultural training of the young ed
disorders is enough to make any kid-Auto Tour of Europe.
The close
ney sunerer grateiui. to tea uowi The American Society of Automo natives, the profits to be devoted to 63c and receded to 62
the educational and medical needs of was easy with May 62 c a loss of
this treat change can be brought bile
making a tour of Eur Congo itself.
c
net.
amu wu, prove comioruus wwtu. , ope. Engineers,
left fQ. prjmce ater spendlng
Business in oats appeared to be enseveral weeks inspecting the meth- tirely local. May started unchanged
Pusnualo Yanni, College St., Santa odg and piant8 of English motor cat SHOT TWO BROTHERS IN
Bring a Merry Christmas
at 48
and sagged to 48
A
SALOON.
JUAREZ
1902
I
"In
N.
gave
Fe,
Mex., says:
makerg.
veered upward as a
Hogs
products
01
a piDllc testimonial in praise
The delegates were the guests here
Antonio ftnnzales has been arrested result of an advance at the yards.
Doau's Kidney Pills to the effect that of
the Institute of Automobile Enginsales varied from last night's
the? had cured me of a pain in my eers. The Americans arrived Just in bv the Ciudad Juarez nolice on
of having shot the two Lagos, lvel t0 21'2e higher with May 16 for.
picion
back, caused by disordered kidneys
time for the opening of the motor show aJ VIUCI B IinLI
... Dork: 9.22
9.25 to 9.25 'or lard.'
hf s tho
CENT
vl
CENT
.
buv r.oinn
(, uaui in
vuuiuv DS
My work obliges me to sit down a
j
for ribs.
wbw
kidland 8.47
weakened
deal
my
.Moon, nearly three months sko.
sued
and
thi.
EACH 5 Vi3tSr3?7 2 EACH

Experts

wJ CAN

P

DO IT.

FOR LADIES

FOR GENTS

$25.00

S20.00

UP

UP

X

Age, 50 yars.
Native of Port Henry, New
York.
X
In New Mexico twenty-twX years.

TO

All

X
X

trial order

?

J.

'

Suggestions
HOLIDAY STOCK affords

OUR fine footwear treat for the

WITH

whole family. At this time
of the year always finds our store
full of bright, new goods suitable
for all occasions. We can show
you the most satisfactory shoe
for either full dress, evening wear
or for your stay at home.

capital Tailor Q
SYUFY & YOUNG.

-

a,

c

8

3--

-

I

Would it not be possible for you to
arrange for a visit of inspection. It is a
pleasure to show you what we have
without urging you to buy.

c

8

d

8

1

Seals

'

c

D. BARNES, Agent.

Holiday

-

8

"HOgS

j j Jt

d

1910-191-

Red
Cross

S., Canada, Mexico

s,

a

Wells

by Purchasing:

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEQRAPH

'

WHY
SUIT

U.

iJouVuout

one-hal-

that

of The World

IflUUVJ Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

a

years of

Parts

SIVfi MfiflPV ani ,nconvenience

o

will Satisfy

Our

General Express Forwarders

a

a

I

SHOES FOR CHILDREN.
Pat. Kid, Gun

c.

Vici Kid,

'11.00 to $3.00

bus-Fir- st

l

j!

ney. causing backache. While at

Provide
Red Cross
These Things
Seals

Public

itlsa

due
Hospitals and Sanatoria
E

Dispensaries and Visiting Nurtei

These Prevent Tuberculosis

and Protect Your Home
Last Tear $300,000 Worth Were Sold
This Year a Million Is Needed from
Red Cross Seal

WILL YOU DO YOUR PART?
.

Red Cross Seals Cost only One
Cent emch, and should be used
on the back oi ill Christmas Mail

'

Cms tssls in root itdnhr,
slunacsnaat bar ltdwrits
to
AH
Drug Stores and
For 8al at
Weltmer's Book Store.

Are You a SsllerT Ai aoreitlafr
Bent in the classified columns of the
.New Mexican will pot your real estate
the market effectively. It win put
the faets of your property before tV
eyes of alt possible ouyet

.a

Felt Slippers in Red
and Blue,

2

work I suffered more intensely than
time and I was very:
it any other
anxious to find a remedy that would
me.
Learning of Doan's Kid-ney Pills, I procured a box and to my
dPlieht. they soon fixed me un In eood
I have since had no need of
guape.
if.dnev medicine."
for sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
eents. Foster-Milbur-n
ifow Vnrk. sole aeents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's ana
take no other.

k
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Amer-reliev-
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mission-regulatin-
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SHOES FOR WOMEN.

As a result of tne visit ana tne
e
show the talk of the Invasion of
lean automobiles continues.
Only a
few American cars were on exhibition
at Olympia, but tnese auractea mucn

attention. English motor car bulld- ers have learnea wun amazement inai
one American factory tnis year win
turn out almost as many cars as wlh
be made In the whole of England.
This tremendous production coupled
wttn the stanaaraizing 01 me Amen
can cars is causing genuine concern
among British dealers, who must make
radical changes in their methods if
to
KentT
Rooms
Have you furnlshee
of inva- A llttla namnnlsm
Want ftdvertlllnc they hope to stem the .tide
a
make
cheaper-ca- r
must
Blon
In-They
in the New Mexican will keep the i -- 11S. tu out thelf -Dre8ent cars
come from your xurnisnea roonw irom
equipped. With few exceptions
classified columns are
Sww iJked up closely and It wffl, the EngHsh makers "Wjr"
pay you well to nee them.
ed buyer must choose body tires and
all the other accessories which make
With the Coming of Middle Age,
.
up the complete car.
There is a letting down In the physiTuskegee Institute on Conge,
cal forces often shown in annoying
An institution planned after Tus- and painful kidney and bladder all- - kegee Institute may he established in
ments and urinary irregularities, the Congo if plans being made by a
Foley Kidney Pills are a splendid number of foreign Protestant
and strengthening medl- - aries prove successful. The Amerl
cine at such a time. Try them Sold can, British, Swedish and Belgian mis- tionariea working In the Congo, alter
by all druggists,

7C 4A

Russia Tan, Suede,

KidS'PeitS.ippe.inan
-

$2.00 to $5.00

SHOES FO MEN.

The Famous
TheRayol

J&& Lamp

i

dining-roo-

TTdandKir$2.00to$6.00
Felt and Leather
Slippers,

is die best and most lerriceaMe lamp yon can find

tnr any Dart of VOUT r
It is in use in miBiont of fanuuea lis strong white light has made
famous. And it never flickers.
,
t that H ssost eSsc
or the parlor tha Rsyo fm h
la the
badfoon
tor
tha
in
sad
iuelf
lamp,
to
Just
too,
beramiof
you.
It
is
a
lamp
tin.
r Ubrary, where a clear, steady light is Deeded.
d
( also la miiaaroui ohr styles sad
Tbe Rayo ii made of sobd brass,
tmrt, ELasilj aghtod ilhot remoriag shade or chimney easy to clean andrewick.
m

mckal-plale-

1
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twelve institutions oi learning out STOCK MARKET OPENS
WITH DECIDED RALLY.
side of the public schools, eight of
them in the city of Santa Fe, and
one each at Chimayo, Galisteo, Nam- - Towards Noon it Became Heavy and
' Most Stocks Lost Again All
be and Ildefonso.
They Had Gained.
Albert H. Walker of the New York
Bar, whose recent treatise on, and de (By Special Leased Tf ire to New Mexican) a
New York, Dec. 9. After almost
fense of, the Sherman law, attracted
of falling prices, the stock marweek
wide attention, has written another
ket
advanced
this morning, continuing
book, "Christ's Christianity," which
is bound to give the author fame be the upward movement which began
before the close of yesterday. The
yond the boundaries of this country, just
6ua.es couimueu iu uks
mnilntmn
althnneh it io mprplv o
from the
volume in the American Smelting rose
Copper and Utah
and nd Amalgamated
world, the Bible. The sayings
r
m.n h? mil
po!.nt
speeches of Jesus are analyzed and opf Canadian
Pacific, Union Pacif-o- r
U
in
this
added
book,
ft0c8
arranged
naught
Baltimore & Ohio with .opening
subtracted, and yet, both from gams of a
er
poInt or mor
literary standpoint and that of reli'
'
gion, these sayings seem to acquire
were extended after
additional andmore significant mean-1.- . Opening gains absorbed
some profit
the market had
ings, appear even greater and more
of the important
sales.
Many
taking
K...,iTi
to
beautiful, when classified according
toCks Wre up a po int ormre- ,The
subject and arranged in the sequence Copper
g0up- - Calers atndf
rlmaln
of the digest of a law report.
oiiuiTvu
lire
jtouiio
gicaicoi, aucU5tu
Selling of Great Northern ore certificates was resumed and the stock fell
1
Wabash securities also were
heavy. The market closed heavy.
Speculation came almost to a halt at
Subsequently
Big fun show. New State Theatre, the
higher prices.
Furs at out of season prices. W. H. there was a general reaction which
eliminated virtually all the advance
Goebel Co.
Good clear pictures at the Elks' al- - of the railroad stocks and put some is- sues under yesterday's closing.
The
ways.
Get a Salt Brick for your horse and Hill group was effected moderately by
ccw for Christmas at GOEBELS.
.the continued weakness of Great
New State Theatre. Record breaker Northern ore certificates, which
clined to 36, the lowest figure ever
night.
Swell Gold and Silver jewel boxes, reached. It was reported that selling
ot this stock was due to belief that
65 cents to $10.00, at Yontz's.
dividends would be suspended.,
WANTED Clean
cotton rags
'
four cents per pound. New Mexican
office.
GENERAL CHANG HSUN
New
ASSASSINATED AT NANKING.
Happy
Hooligan
tonight.

D. C.

Winters, former member of
the legislature and father of El Cam-inReal act, approves of the New
Mexican's propaganda for the completion of that gieat road and the
Scenic Highway. In a letter today he
makes several suggestions that are
practical and if adopted would bring
tangible results. He writes:
..13.50
'It was my pleasure as well as priv
.. 1.00 ilege, to introauce the bill creating
o

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGE3,
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Editor and President.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
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RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six month, by mail
.25
Oally, pe. week, by carrier
month,
Daily. peT aionth, by carrier... .75
rer
year
Weekly,
65
uer
mail
month,
Daily,
by
Oally, per year, by mail........ 7.00 Weeky, per quarter
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FIRST
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9,

1911.

NATIONAL BANK
OF SANTA FE

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

i,

"El Camino Real" (C. B. No 3S) in
60 the legislature of 1905, and while all
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
has not been accomplished
that I
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
would like to have seen, progress has
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
been made that demonstrates that
sent
Mexioo.
New
is
to
It
with a proper public sentiment and
domestic and foreign' exchange and makes telegraphic
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in
of work
every postotfice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation intelligent administration
. transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
and funds, that in the course of a
anion the Intelligent and progress!? e people of the Southwest
liberal terms as are given by' any' 'money-transmittifew years we will have a public highmade on conagency, public or private. Liberal-advanceway that will be. the wonder of the
fUNIONfi
world. If Caesar, one of the original
The
of
and
executes
bank
livestock
products.
signments
road builders, found good roads of
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
vital importance after his invasion of
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistIRRIGATION IN THE ARID STATES, were built or are operated, as fol Britain, and constructed a system of
Reclamation
States
ent
with sound banking.
lows:
United
in
barbaric
those
public
highways
ol!
of
the Bureau
Director Durand,
17, days, that are still marvels of road
'
the Census, Department of Commerce Service (act of Congress, June cent
OFFICERS.
building, how much more essential it
and Labor, issued today the first offi 1902), 395,646 acres, or 2.9 per
R. J. PALEN, President.
J. B. READ, Cashier.
cial statement relative to the statis of the total; United States Indian is for us in this age of enlightenment
of Congress) and auto travel, also to build public
tics of irrigation in the United States Service (various acts
L. A. HUGHES,
F. AlcKANE, Assistant Cashier.
n
,
Uk
n0
roads. "El Camino Real" means
acies, ur y.t ijci :m ui
collected as a part of the Thirteenth
of
Act
Congress,
Carey
total;
(act
much to our state, and its construcCensus.
The statement is especially
2S8.553 acres, or 2.1 tion and maintenance as a
great thorappropriate at this time because of; August IS, 1S94),
533.
14J
r
cent; irrigation districts,
roads
ON
means
the sessions of the Irrigation
oughfare,
important
o
f
or 3.9 per cent;
out, and radiating, from it
gress at Chicago, and of course, is acres,
branching
33.8
or
4,646,039
acres,
terprises,
pel
much interest to New Mexico
and connecting
in every direction
t; commercial enterprises, 1,444.- - with the transcontinental highway,
u.h. irrigation i nlrtest. in thfl Unit-- '
806 acres, or 10.6 per cent; and indied States
that can but add to the comfort,
. vidual and partnership
enterprises, pleasure and advantage of every one
numuer
xaruia
oi
toiai
ine
6 258,401 acres or 45.5 per cent.
within the boundaries of New
arid and semiarid
in 1909, in the
The most striking fact brought out living
.
.
)
n
i
Mexico.
,
m
,
States, comprising an or pans
fi
b th
th
Idaho,
"I would uggest that the first
zona, California, Colorado,
centage of tne irrigated acreage
Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, ated by co.operative, individual, and state legislature pass an act creating
New Mexico, North Dakota, Utah.
a commission, consisting of not less
pErtnership enterprises. Of the
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?'
Wyoming, and part of age lrrigat'ed Jn 1909 about 84 per than three men, to be known as the State Theatre.
e
Good Roads Commission, alTexas, was 157,862, against 107.716 in
Is your property for sae? If so, tell Other Leaders Flee to Southern Manwag controIled bv sucb enter- 1899, an increase of 50,146, or 46.6 per priges lncIusive of jrrigatjon
dis. so passing a resolution requesting the us about it; we will secure the pur- churia First Payment on
cent. Between 1899 and 1909 the trlcts of thg remaining 16 per cent
-of Colorado and Arizona chaser. Joseph B. Hay ward, mgr.
$2,000,000 Rebel Loan.
whole number of farms in the states abouj. 10 per cent Jg lncluded in what to do likewise, this jomt commission
The
of Advertisement of (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Change
San Francisco, Dec. 9. Advices
mentioned increased 31.3 per cent. have been classified as commercial to work
together on a great interstate Julius Gerdes will be of interest to from
Additional irrigated farms, totaling
MOULTON-ESP- E
Shanghai to the Chinese daily
to
from
Colorado
water
the
those
northern
you. Page five,
enterprises
highway
supplying
4,320. in the rice belt of Arkansas.
paper here report the assassination of
who have no interest in the boundary to the western line of Ari- Piano
New
parties
.
Bargian
Upton
.1 n noo
upright
n.
1....q
General Chang Hsun, who helped conLouisiana aim lexao, nuu ,4o uimi
Vt'Orks. The 6 per cent left is divided zona.
Such a commission endowed
Special terms. Adolf Seligman.
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL AGENTS,
duct the imperial defense at Nanking.
in the humid states, most oi wuicu
3 with
T?Anlnmtinn Stervino
follows'
more
would
do
500
our
souls
doors
powers
ample
passed through
were truck gardens were also report-;pe- r
Chun and the
Viceroy
Je
Chang
2 toward advancing the Good Roads in- - last
cent. Carey Act enterpriseS(
New
State Theatre. Manchu
night, at the
...,
general, Tieh Liang who es- tAfMMHf n
Iter ppnt nnd Tnriinn Scrvina 1 rar tA.ocfa Hian oil urn 1.ai, Anne, 7i nfA
which irrigation was practiced in con-- ; cent Ag there are
caped from Nanking upon its capture,
nt' rises By thus workin lojntly as .
;ar
meetl
the
of
Woman,s
are said to have taken refuge in south
tinental United States was 164,410 in ju course of development the figurea
ative body, rapid and effective results Trade will be held at the Library on ern Manchuria.
u.
ivvv
'" for 1909 do not fully represent the
,41. iu
o'clock.
2:30
minimum
afternoon
could be brought about at a
at
Monday
Tha ntlinAca W
i '
of 56.192. or 51.9 per cent.
uation Tbe flgures showing the acre. of expense. A movement of this
First show at 7:45 tomorrow night
K
The total acreage irrigated in the age the plans were capable of irrigat-ari- kind would stimulate
the people of (Sunday). Good subjects.
autnorttles
as
at
Canton
first
and semiarid states was 13,739,499 ing in 1910 give the Reclamation
s
M
all three states with the highest and! Another
t!
Change of Advertisement
on a
in 1909, against 7,527,690 acres ice about 4 per cent of the total, the
of Santa Fe Hardware and Supply Co,
of enthusiasm.
most
useful
"coury"
in 1S99, an increase of 6,211,809 acres. Carey Act about 6 per cent of the to- . In thla" lCClia ' UqH IT- A. --Dnan n I PnlA '
""
"1 would also suggest annual con- - "
or 82.5 per cent, in the rice states tal, and the Indian Service about 2
on tnelr
comlng- - Keep yur
694,730 acres and in the humid states per cent. of the acreage included in ventions to be called uy the gover.
COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY
nors to discuss the question of good spa.628,919 acres were irrigated in 1909, projects, the
Reclamation Service
ELECTS NEW OFFICERS.
L Tha 90 show- - New State Tha- in
reads.
Each
the
three
county
making the total acreage irrigated shows about 6 per cent the Caret
Lie.
UUlgUl.
states
shoulL
to
such
delegates
14,463,148 acres in 1909 against 7.539,- Act about 8 per cent and the Indian
The annual meeting of the Santa
Hull's detachable umbrellas, $4.00
545 acres in 1899, an increase of 6,v Service about 3 rer cent
conventions, to meet one year in Col-- ' in C7 ft Vnf
, ..
Fa Pniintv Marilnol Gnntitv .
923,603 acres, or 91.8 per cent. In thej
"ol
eveni'nT
nTW, Pn
UraV of
Ml
m
the
olf Sell,'
YOU
AND
the wo to ,TftM).
arid and semiarid states alone the terprises and
v
iha st
of the commercial
.vi
"o
man o icij abiiauuvc ctliuA ,tuts
Qnu,i
many
kiaiiiiaiiaui
kjll XalaUe
be
reached directly and store
c enternriseo a
people would
t,
auicage wmi;u an euira puses
has taken on a Christmas ap- - Avenue. Following discussion of
,(.ifc
the spirit of good roads would be
capable of irrigating in 1910 was
with so many beautiful ics pertaining to medical practice in
a,
CIassing
inculcated in the remotest sections.
33o,711 acres an excess of 5,596 212 others
aread under
things to tempt the holiday shopper, the county, the society elected the
An
of
and
expert See advertisement on page 4.
"g
watr users ther '8 less than 10 per encesexchange opinions
?SoB
j following
officers for the ensuing
area
in projects cent of
that could but result in importacr
Dr. J. A. MaBsie, president;
Co. mat- - year:
Happy
Hooliga
Comedy
either completed or under construeant development would ensue. Again,
by enterprisea wghlch
10c to all. New State Dr. J. A. Rolls, vice president; and
tion was, in the and and semi-ariI would make it obligatory upon ev- ;inee Sunday
,
now or
.
Dr. S. G. Small, secretary.' ;
t
Theatre.
.
,,t:
tnen wta3terCntr0,Ied ery state institution to include in its
states 31112110 acres In 1910 an ex-those who US
You
Go Wrong on al After the meeting a banquet was
Never
Can
cess of 17,372,611 acres over the acre- course
curriculum a
of special study
Tn
In
of
HandA
handsome piece of furniture for a served by the Slssters of Charity, in
age irrigated in 1909 These figure.
fbee upon the subject of good roads and Xmas
the dining room of the institution at
gift. The . Akers Wagner Furnihe
road
fo"
rt.Vi
,
.
i
T",
classified
building."
x
m
n
n
Benc.fK1way.
by source of supply, as
ui Tlliure uumpany aaverusement louay nas
uainn, ixas,
will be
Jowa. streame
was a guest
supplied
12,940 89
some suggestions.
next ew years for the extension of
94-THE COUNTY SCHOOLS.
of the total
aoreS) or
Best show yet, tonight. New State
W
aionoS
School
County.
PRIZE FIGHT PLANNED
&TVT'ells suppIied 433-3acres, or 3 2 per
Superintendent Theatre
can be
rigated m
at
ent. reservoirs supplied 98,193 cres John V. Conway has just made his
FOR WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY.
atest
Ladie8f
halr
the
8ee
doubled without undertaking new en.
dreSSing,
0.7 per cent; lakes supplied 706M annual report to
of direct from Paris, at the Elks tonight.
Superintendent
terpnses.
(acres, or 0.5 per cent; and springs Public Instruction J. E. Clark, and
An escaped lunatic is a comedy (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
The number of independent enter--; supplied 196, 186 acres.
Cleveland, Ohio, Dec. 9. A fight ben
the latter has pronounced it one of worth seeing. It's at the Elks'
e
tween Abe Attell and Johnny Rilbane
prises reported in 1910 in the arid and
if not the best report, he night.
best,
semiarid states was 54,669. The total
K
of this city, to decide the feather
CAVE DWELLINGS.
nas received irom any of the twenty
. ,
.
.
,,,
i
Otia rinllar ohnv Rnnrtnv moffnc n.AiUx
.
length of all ditches was 125,615
..
O
W6Ul cuauiimnisuip, win ue siagea
six
Tha
of
New
counties
tt
Mexico,
oumci re nasn t a monopoly
on
milia vara fn
milpc nf orhiMi fi7
j.vi.. iren omic lucaus.
at vernon. uaiiiornia. next rannian
and clift dwellings, although the
6
Wa hav a "Umber
main canals and 38,279 miles in late-icf- .
appI,icants 22, if plans of Tom McCarey mana-airFe
has
of
school
5,905
county
cllf
persons
immedi-porteof
dwllinS
f
this
region
rals. The number of reservoirs re.
dur- ger of the Pacific Athletic Club at
tornU
houses
udnonA
tTnOF CHILDREN'S, MISSES' AND K
was 6,933, having a combined ate vlcinlty is one of the most exten- I
ur Vernon go through. McCarey today
A
'Dg ter.m .0f legiS.latUre-- .
a
or the most re- one years. Of these 2.055 are in the nouse is ior
lve
dna
rem
snow
aDout
an
to
wired
capacity of 12,872256 acre-feeKUDane
lei js
offer
The,
meet Attell
lim-- ,
ladies' cloaks and capes
number of wells pumped for irrlga-- ; markable cave regionssln the world. city, and 3,850 outside the city
on that date. Kilbane accepted.
it. Joseph B. Hayward,
it
wen Known in this its. In the rural districts there are
tion was 14,544, and the number of .J- WIlur
New
all.
for
State
seats
Plenty
,
thirty-oneschools
one
with
teacher
and
city
Throughout the Southwest,
all pumping plants 13,951. The enTheatre. Big fun show tonight.
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS.
schools with two teachgine capacity of pumping plants was in a most interesting pamphlet entit- each, three
Weather Bureau Changes Its Mind
Tonic in action, quick in results.
ers
one
and
with
makCav-three teachers,
DRY GOODS
207,241 horsepower.
Dwellings of the Old
The acreage ir- - led "The
two
snow
After
for
days Wiu cure any case of kidnev or blad- predicting
.
.
with pumped water was 478,288 an(1 New Worlds," w'uich is just froa ing the total of teachers forty. Com- - anA foM1no In 4.r.
ona
1101
Qer alsoraer
the reach of
ZImZ'
acres. Flowing wells supplied wa- the press of the government print pared with the census, the enrollment
X X X
X X X X X X X
X X
S X X X X X X X X X X X 3C S X
No need t ; say more. Sold $
1?
ter to 125,590 acres.
ing office, tells in word and picture is very good, especially when it is
"""-.- vDy ail drueelsts.
i"."6
considered that the census includes er that has i
The total cost of irrigation systems of the various forms and types of
pleased Santa. Fe all week,
an
5 to 21 years of age, pk
irom
persons
in
dwellings
Europe, Africa,
mmj.
reported in the arid and semiarid
states was $304,699. 450 in 1910. Asia and America. Among the illus- and hat Santa Fe county has an un- - was 47 degreeg and the minimum 24'
AND
number
of
and
usually
trations
one
large
finds photographs by A.
private
against $67,482,261 in 1899, an in-aegree8. Yesterday, like the day
schools. The salaries paid fcre and as is tndav. r.d win h tn.
crease oi ?z3Y,zi.7,lS9, or 351.5 per B. Craycraft and Jesse Nusbaum of
cent. The average cost per acre was lnls eitv- lne monograph is Indeed teachers, jire not near large enough, morrow, was clear and pleasant. Here
$15.76 in 1910, against $8.89 in 1899 au illuniinating contribution to com-a- n but are the best that the taxincome and there, a man in shirt
CARPENTERS.
sleeves
Now Inder the Same Management.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
increase of $6.87, or 77.3 per cent. Parative archaeology, and yet, writ-Th- will permit. They range from $30 to could be seen in sunny places and it
a
$70
AND CABINET MAKERS
month, while the school term, seemed more like May than Decem- average cost of operation and ten in sucn simple terms as to afford
The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Room
maintenance per acre was $1.07 in entertaining reading even to the lay-- in no instance, is less than five ber weather.
1909.
The cost of all plants In the man. Every one in Santa e, at all months, and in several instances
Children's matinee at 3:30 tomor- FURNITURE MADE TO
Cufsine and table seYvice unexcelled.
en suit with private
ORDER
rice states, was $12,877,352, making interested in the Cluf
row (Sunday) at the Elks'
Dwellings, reaches nine months.
SIGN
PAINTING
NEATLY
DONE
$317,576,802 the total cost of all en- should send to the Smithsonian InstiUnfortunately, of the forty feach"-erManicure Sets, handsome patterns
THOS. DORAN,
Urge Sample Rooms.
terprises reporting, in. 1910, except tution at Washington, D. C, for a
only three have first grade cer- at factory prices. Yontz's jewelry
those in the humid states. No report copy.
tificates; only eight second grade store.
All Work Guaranteed.'
Phone. Red 115
was secured on cost of enterprises in
Follow the crowds to the New
certificates, while the remainder hold
the humid states, for the reason that
The columns of the New Mexican third grade certificates, thus illus- State Theatre. That good fun show.
water for irrigation in those states are open for suggestions and discus- trating the great need of a
See Happy Hooligan Fun Co. New
is usually obtained from city water- sion of needed or desired legislation normal institute each summer, and State.
NEW METHOD TOILET SHOP
works or other plants not constructed at the coming legislative session. need of encouraging the wor": of the
Matinee Sunday, 3 p. m., for ladies
MRS R. LOPEZ.
Such a letter like that of D. C. Win-ter- s normal schools, especially the
primarily for irrigation purposes.
and children.
Admission 10c. New
&
The acreage irrigated in 1909 in the
of Las Vegas referred to in an erican
Shampooing
Manicuring
Normal School at El State Theatre.
Hair Dressing Massaging
arid and semiarid states has been other place, cannot but ze helpful Rito, for of the forty county teachers,
Furnished rooms in connection. Hot & Cold Baths. Electric Lights
'
classified according to the state and to the legislators as well as influen-federa- l twenty-fou- r
.
are
Chiropody.
Try a New Mexican Want Ad. It
laws under which the works tial in crystallizing public opinion.
G. LL'PE HERRERA, Prop
There are located in the county brings results.
Front Room Over F. Andrews' Store. 222 San Francisco Street
.
2.00
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Line of Holiday Goods That
Will Please You
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CHILDREN'S TOYS.
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Ladies' Hand Bags
GENTLEMEN'S
Christinas Ties and Cravats
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THE PALACE
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J.P. Steed & Son THE
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CO.;

HOTELS

MONTEZUMA
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bath.

Proprietor

s,

four-wee-

Coronado Restaurant

k

Short Orders run Day

Spanish-Am-

Spanish-America-

PITZ9

Night.

Regular Meals 25c.

, , ::

REDUCTION SALE

Sterling Detachable Pure Silk Unibrellas, Regular Price, $7.50
OUR SPECIAL PRICE, $5.50

Brass Ink Stands 75c. to $1 50
Brass Candlesticks, 50c to $2.50
Brass Book H acks, $2.50

SHvc Mesh

Bags-Leat- Sie

Beautiful Electroliers and Domes. See
3C
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Stop Bags
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CAPITAL $50,00000

Your Patronage Solicited
B. LAUGHLIN,

.

1,

President

There are fiowerlets that nod In the
dell,

H. F. STEPHENS,

W. E. GRIFFIN

kiiuvuriL 1

HER CHOICE.
(By Tudor JenkB, in Judge.)
I have found out the gift for my fair,
The gift even she must admire;
"Tis neither bright snoods for her hair
Nor bonbons nor 'broidered attire.

a General Banking Business

Does

There are blooms on the uplaad and
lea;
But my lady disdains their, weak

Cashier,

Asst. Cashier

'

I

'

!'

1856.

Incorporated

TIME S UP! i
Get a Line On Our

I

Stock of

Holiday Specialties

!

Ybu Can Find an Array
of Everything
ESPECIALLY

SELECTED
,

on iniui
i

GIFTS,

unuj. uumm
:
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Miss Mary Conlon has returned from
a trip north. ,
John R. McFie, Jr., left yesterday
afternoon for Albuquerque to visit
friends.
Former Territorial Treasurer Samuel Eldodt left for his home at
Cha-mit-

a

today.
P. F. Lonergan of the Indian service, is here from Albuquerque. He is
stopping at the Palace.
Miss Josephine Mirabal, daughter
of Sylvestre Mirabal, of San Rafael,
registered at Loretto Acadamy yes-

terday.
Captain Fred Fornoff of the New
Mexico Mounted Police has returned
from Albuquerque where he went on
business.
Loretto academy will close the present session for the Christmas holidays
on December 21, and will resume on
January 2.
O. C. Watson, formerly of thi.3 city,
but now high in insurance circles at
Pueblo, Colorado, is visiting friends
in the Capital.
Mr. and Mrs. Armstrong and Mr.
and Mrs. W. M. Peterson of Washing-ten- ,
D. C, are visitors registered at
f,
the Palace hotel.
$ Yesterday at 2 o'clock, at Loretto
51 academy, Vicar General Antonio Four-chegreceived nineteen young ladies
into the Sodality.
Mounted Policeman Rafael Gomez
arrived here yesterday from Cerrillos
and was a caller this morning at the

i

i

i

:

:

.

office of the Mounted Police.
Mr. and Mrs: Angus McGillivray of
Estancia, are the guests of General
and Mrs. Charles F. Easley and will
spend the winter months in the capi-

Phone 36

:

tal.

Mark Harrison of Denver; L. P.
Wells of New York; George D. Stetson of Kansas City, and S. P. Clark
of Chicago, are traveling then in the
city today.
A. T. Rogers, Jr., expects to leave
next week for Kansas City, Mo.,
where he will join his wife and little
son, Waldo, who are the guests of Mrs.
Rogers' parents, Judge and Mrs. H.
L. Waldo. At the close of the Christmas holidays Mr. Rogers will return
to Las Vegas with his wife and child.
Las Vegas Optic.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Wight Giddingg. of

FOR.,,RENT
HOUSES
iMMi

-

Furnished and Unfurnished

H.

O. C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE, SURETY

BONDS,

Phone, Red 189.

REAL

ESTATE.

You need one ?

-:-

-

Come

a

KAUNE

CO.

Prices are
Lowest for Safe
Quality.

Those QUILTED MATTRESS PROTECTORS we
sell are washable.
"

5.

it Where

119 San Francisco St

and see them.

Were

THANKSGIVING

THE GIFT STORE Turkey?
'

EVERY ARTICLE OF OUR LARGE
AND COMPLETE STOCK ESPECIALLY ADAPTED
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home of Mrs. E. C. Abbott. Mrs. Mer-rit- t
C. Mechem and Mrs.
Edward
Wright were guests. All the members were piesent.
Mrs. E. P. Davies entertained the
Thirteen Card Club this afternoon at
her home.' Besides the members, Mrs.
J A. Rolls and Mrs. C. M. Creamer
were present.Miss March and Miss Grygla were
the guests of honor at the regular
meeting of the Wallace Club this af
ternoon at tbe home of Mrs. H. H. Dor- man. All the members were present.
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Gallegos and
Miss Lina Gallegos,
of Gailegos,
Union county, are at the Montezuma
hotel. They came here in their big
Cadillac touring car. Mr. Gallegos was
a member of the last state lezisla- ture and the Constitutional Conven
tion.
Charles A. Gradwohl, who was the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles M
Stauffer atod Mr. and Mrs. Paul A. F
Walter, left this afternoon for his
home at Albuquerque.
He came west
last year from South Bethlehem. Pa..
and is a brother of Mrs. P. F. Knight,
formerly of this city.
The bazaar at Loretto Academy last
Wednesday was a decided financial
success, the children turning in $300
as tne result of their efforts. This
sum will be applied to the erecting of
a memorial altar to Mother Maeda- lene Hayden who came here in 1850,
ac the first superior of the institution.
The sale was held in the auditorium
of the academy which was tastefully
decorated for the occasion with flow
ers and colors. There was. savory
food for the hungry, candy for the
sweet of tooth, and a good time for
every one. The memorial which the
academy intends to erect to the noble
pioneer and founder of the school will
be unveiled at the centenary ot the
founding of the Sisters of Loretto
which will be held sometime in May
next. The local institution will be
the headquarters In New Mexico and
Arizona for the celebration.
The annual Guild sale elven bv tne
ladies of the Church of the Holy Faith
was held last Wednesday afternoon
in the Library Assembly Hall, and was
a great social and financial success,
the receipts amounting to over $200
tnus far. Some of the booths, in
which the articles were offered for
sale were artistic
in tho
way of pretty decorations. The sale
was in charge of Mrs. Harroun, pres
ident of the Guild. The booths were
in charge of the following persons:
Fancy work, Mrs. James L. Seligman;
embroidery, Mrs. Cecelia Hogle; hand-mad- e
lace, Mrs. Crandall; ciochet
work, Mrs. Hickox; home cooking,
Mrs. Hay ward:
refreshments.
ceffee, ice cream and cake, Mrs. Moul-ton- ;
Mother Goode, who delighted the
children with her various gifts Mrs.
Laughlfn; plain sewing, Mrs. Gudes;
dolls, always so attractive, Miss Simmons; home-madcandy, Mrs. Wilson.
The other members of the Guild assisted those in charge of the various
:

e

Brilliant Reception.
Governor and Mrs. William J. Mills
gave a brilliant reception Monday
evening at the Executive Mansion,
which proved to be the social event
of the season. Over 250 invitations
were sent out and nearly that number of persons were in attendance
and greatly enjoyed the affair. The
Governor and Mrs. Mills
received
the guests in the spacious parlor at
the right. Thence the visitors pro--.
ceeded through the library to the dining room which presented a scene
The table decorations
of beauty.
were in pink, and the" candle shades
matched the cut flowers. The entire
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CkAstmas Store
with all its traditions, means above everything else the
of Good Cheer." Our stock has never contained so
CHRISTMAS,
" as it does this year. Personally selected from
the world's best markets, we can show an assortment that cannot
be outdone west of Chicago. Nothing will produce a genuine spirit of Holiday Season so much as a token of your regards, it w ill serve as a "penance"
in a sense, and make you feel that you are still akin to man. We earnestly
urge you to buy early, as you will find it much more satisfactory. Many
of our choicest novelties are already sold and cannot be duplicated this
season.

OUR CHRISTMAS TOVS BRING CHRISTMAS JOYS

Not only for

I

the young, but the old folks feel just as young if they are kindly remembered by their friends. Below we mention a few of the many hundreds of
selected presents that will be appropriate :
E MEN
POD ftE WTI
1

rUll UEfl IXlHEn

Neckties, Mufflers, Sweaters, Suspenders, Hosiery, Handkerchiefs,
Toilet Sets, Traveling Sets, Military Brush Sets, Cloves, Etc.

Fancy Handkerchiefs, Fancy Hosiery, Table Linen, Napkin Sets,
Towels, Center Pieces, Handbag, Music Rolls, Fine Kid
Gloves, Fancy Combs, Toilet Articles, Embroidery Sets, Shirst Waist Patterns, Fine China, BeauArticles.
tiful Pictures, Mexican Drawn Work Patterns, Fancy Box Paper, Useful Hand-mad-

FOP THE I

rUll

A

fllEC

1110 LALMLJ Fancy

e

Our Line of Suitable and Useful Presents for the Little
Folks is too varied and numerous to even mention
You will find here practically anything for your little folks thai is to be found
Xmas store in the large city.

FOR THF
I ITTI F HMF
lUIl I HE LI I ILL; UnEo
some of them.
in any

'

E&S&JlM

REAL BARGAINS IN SILVERWARE

in sterling Spoons and Knives and Forks that we propose to close out, as we do not intend to
If you are looking for bargains in this particular line of suitable
carry this line any more.
presents for the wife, do not overlook this special sale.

We take the liberty here to thank our many friends and customers for the
most liberal patronage they have given us during the year drawing to
a close. We shall continue to try and merit your confidence and
patronage by honest dealing and fair prices.

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.,
THE PRICE MAKERS.

THE MASTER TAILORS

was brilliantly illuminated
and presented a dazzling appearance
from afar.
Ramirez's stringed orchestra discoursed sweet music at Intervals.
At the dining table Mrs. W. T.
Thornton, wife of the Former Governor Thornton, and Mrs. John R. McFie, wife of Associate Justice McFie,
poured coffee. Mrs. Nathan Jaffa,
wife of Territorial Secretary Jaffa,
and Mrs. Rufus J. Palen, wife of Territorial Treasurer Palen, served ice
mansion

W

YES, A NECESSITY,

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE AND

R

We are offering- Six 25 foot Lots
East of South Galisteo Street at
SNAP PRICES. :: -: :: -:
-
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Santa

Fe

Abstract, Realty

Insurance Agency.

Phone Black

Phone Black No. 52

PAINTING
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No.

229 Residence

1

Big Reduction

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE

125

-

"

Palace
Avenue.

On all TRIMMED

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,
"mMi

SAVES

inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them
right. Pet away from
ide ththese lamps are expensive. Cheaper,
cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.

SANTA FE VATER & LIGHT jCOElPANY, YASHINGTON STREET.
4

Santa Fe,
New Mexico

iM

"i

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
pay far, by having It right where
are using it. It saves on your light
THE EYES. Our display rooms are open for your
and
bill

HATS

Shapes and Feathers.

C5

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

you

!

SALE

on Page Eignt.

J05 San Francisco Street.

WINTER

FOR IMMEDIATE

e

SIGN PAINTING

IN

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

XX3S3CSSXJS3CSS3CSS
Carriage & Automobile

ii

RUGS ARE A DELIGHT,

Pope-Sloss- on

Mrs. A. S. Brookes, wife of
the Adjutant General Brookes and
Mrs. J. A. Rolls, presided at the
punch bowl. Assisting these ladies
were a sextette of Santa Fe's fair
damsels. Misses Madeline Mills, Miriam Cartwright, Blanche Roberts. Helen Winter, Consuelo Bergere and
Dorothy Safford.
The hours of the reception were
from 8 to 11 o'clock and a casual
glance at the guests attending it
showed many prominent territorial
officials and their wives as well as
officials of the
state. There
were many out of town visitors, and
all expressed their delight at attending this affair which was one of the
last of the social functions given under a territorial form of government
in New Mexico.
soon-to-b-

CARPETS AND

We have a splendid new assortment of Axminster and Wilton
Rugs which will give your home an air of comfort that cannot
be had in any other way. See also our selection of Bird's Eye
Maple Fumiture and beautiful Circassian Walnut Bedroom
Suits, which every housewife should see before purchasing
any more furniture. We have also some fine
Chinaware which you will need for your Christmas dinner and
parties. And the price will be right, too.

cream.

A

-

i

MISS

of Giving

XMAS

SEE THEM AT

Continued

If so

Christmas

MULLIGAN & RISING,

and Dress Shapes.

Oh, You Sophomores!
"Oh, you Sophomores!" That was
the cry heard by the gentle high school
"Sophs" while they were holding a
party last night at the home of Miss
Lulu Krick. It had been a carefullv
arranged affair and would have been
a "quiet one" too, had not the mis.
chievous Juniors and Seniors heard
about it. They threw a cordon of
shouters arounu the house and nlant- ed a battery of "window tappers" at
advantageous points. It was a long
siege but finally the "Soph" army
capitulated and fed taffy to the hungry disturbers through the nartiallv
opened windows. Then finally, the
"Sophs" invited the enemv to the
fete, opening wide the doors, f

Satisfied
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That

raj

NoveltyFancyFeathers

attractions.
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regular meeting this afternoon at the
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ULUU iiiHii
P.O. Box, 219.

FOR
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Discount

Taos, Taos county, are at the Montezuma hotel. Mr. Giddines is former
lieutenant governor of Michigan and
of the Taos
for my has just resigned as editor
Valley News.
The Saturday Card Club held its

love
A gift without blemish or speck.
'Tis neither a ribbon nor glove
It's a whacking big certified check.

190).
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spell
Such boons are too trivial for me.

But I've found out the gift
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It Has Worked With Great
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party wishing to use it.
5. That the court erroneously declined upon defendant's motion to order an election as to which cf the
two counts plaintiff would proceed
upon, it is harmless where a verdict
resulted against defendant as a matter of law upon one count and no judgment was against him as to the other.
6. Where a proceeding is rendered
nugatory by reason of the fact that
the judgment as rendered below fails
to embody a conclusion of law inevitably resulting from the case as presented but which is necessary to
the proceeding, this court
will modify the judgment below by inserting such conclusions and will affirm the judgment so modified.

Bank

v.

Havsrkamp.
The First National Bank
of Albuquerque appellee, vs. J. H.
Haverkamp, (J. A. Miller trustee in
bankruptcy) appellant.
Appeal from the district court of
Bernalilo County.
Judgment of the
court below is affirmed.
Opinion by
Judge John R. McFie, concurred in
by all the judges except Judge Abbott
who tried the case and did not parti
No. 1356.

Energy.

865
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW

....

PAUL A. F. WALTER

8nta

Attorney-at-L-

Fe,

New Mexico

HOLT 4. SUTHERLAND
Attorneye-nt-La-

Practice in tie Distrl t Court as
well as before the Supreme Court ok
the territory.
Las Cruces.
New Mexico.

S3

On Christmas Morning

E. C. ABBOTT

as on any other winter day,
you can make your home
more comfortable and cheery
by using a Perfection Smokeless Heater.

Attorney-at'La-

Practice in the

v

District

and

flu-pre-

Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
Banta Fe.
New Mexico

After handing down a large number
of opinions yesterday the territorial
HOolfax
4 16
t8
G. W. PRICHARD
76
supreme court took a recess until Mon
4 43
Oerrososo
82
Lv 7 46
Cimarron
6 00
Ar
day, December 18, when a few more
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
6 35
Ar am
Lv
,.
5 ip
Cimarron
6 27
M
Naah
5 18
opinions will be handed down, prac
Practice in all the Dhtrict Court
6 17
-- i
5 21
,
Harlan
tically clearing the docket. Only two
and gives special ntveition to cases
6 00
94
L'ts Park, N. M...Lt
5 45
Ar
"V days were given in which to file mo
pm - pm
before the Territorial Supreme Court
tions tor renearing and then the su
OfCca: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fa. N. M.
cipate.
Connects at Colfax with B. P. 4 S. W. Ry, train both North and Soutb.I
in
Its genial warmth is quickly at your service, ready for use
any
preme court of the Territory of New
The case was for the collection of
SStage for Van Houten V, M, meets trains at Preston N.I M.I
emergency. You will need it as a supplementary heater when those
N. M., at 9:00 4. m, dally ezoep' Mexico, will practically be ready to a note for $9,000, alleged to have been
C. W. O. WARD
Stage leaves Ute Park. X, M.. for Kllznbethtown,
turn over to the State Supreme Court made by
extra cold spells come. Later you will find it just the thing for the
(todays, Fare $2 uu one way 13.50 .trand trip ; fifty pound baggaze carried free.
to the plaintiff
Territorial District Attorn y
Haverkamp
Mfor the south at 11:11 p. ra. Jarrlves from tb and the new federal court, whatever with nine
O. 4 S. train leaves Den Mclnes, N,
changeable weather of early spring.
For, San Miguel and Mora Counties
per cent interest and attor
matters may then be pending. The ney's
tb at 4:38 a. m, 353
which was credited
New Mexico.
Las Vegas,
carried. It is safe in
upon
fees,
and
is
Perfection
Heater
easily
The
light
court has made a remarkable record $3350 and interest to
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
1907.
, G. DEDMAN,
January
and most reliable heater made.
safest
of a child
the
the
hands
since
Jusof
Chief
the appointment
P. Agent.
V. P. & G. M
The
HARRY D. MOULTON
alleged," also, the exeSuperintendent
Drums finished either in blue enamel or Dlain steel, with nickel
tice W. H. Pope last year. At that cutioncomplaint
and delivered on the same date
room.
to
aa
an ornament
trimmings
time, the docket was congested with as the note was given, December 11,
accumulated business, and since then 1905, of a
Attorney-at-LaA ipecial automatic device ciaku tnoking impotable. All parti easily
mortgage from Haverkamp
over one hundred opinions have been to the
cleaned. Gallon foot; bums nine hours. Cool handle ; damper top.
to secure the payment
plaintiff
handed down and more than two hun- of the aforesaid
Dealers everywhere ; or write tor descriptive circular to any agency of the
that this
note,
dred cases and motions disposed of.
mortgage was not recorded until JanSanta Fe, N. M.
the following are the decisions of uary 9, 1907. It also set up that a
OO
Formerly Special Agent G. L-- O.
the Supreme Court handed down yes quantity of the property covered
(Incorporated)
by
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
T El Paso' Bisbee Douglass
terday:
1
the mortgage was fraudulently trans1 I
and aii points in New Mexico,
Case No. 1309. The Riverside Sand ferred by Haverkamp to the defendChas. F. Easley.
Chas. R. Easley
Arizona, Mexico and to thePacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
and Cement Manufacturing Company, ant Kyle and prayed judgment sett- Interest in the coal until the licensee that
EASLEY & EASLF-Y- .
they could rob her out of it and
CENTRAL to Torrance thence
cross appellant and appellee vs. E. F. ing aside the alleged transfer to Kyle has mined It.
she could do nothing with it, and thai
Attorneys at Law.
Hardwick, et al., cross appellee and and foreclosing the mortgage.
The
5. A right of action for a trespass the only way she could save anything
Practice in the courts and before
appellant; and No. 1310. The River- plaintiff prayed judgment for amount to land is not assigned by a subse- was to get it out of her hands and Land Department
side Sand and Cement Manufacturing due, for foreclosure of the mortgage
out of her name."
It appears that
Land grants and titles examined.
quent conveyance of the land.
(Company, appellee, vs. E. F. Hard-- i and for appointment of a receiver.
6. The plaintiff entered into
pos- Mrs. Collins finally "got it out of her Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estaa
et
wick,
al., appellants. Appeal from
The
Kyle, appeared May session of the land pursuant to an hands" and into Mrs. Schump's, and
cia, N. M.
the district court of Chaves County. 23 and defendant,
answered those allegations of agreement or understanding with the a deed of conveyance was made "with
Judgment entered for the possession the complaint and charging fraudu owner for the purchase of the same. the understanding that the property
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
of all of the Chieftain No. 1 Placer lent transfer of
.
Attorneys-at-Lawproperty to him and It knew in August 1904, that defend- was to be conveyed to appellant's
recClaim
described
in
as
the
Mining
Practice In all the Courts and Be
denying any fraud. A trial was had ants had been and were then taking mother on or before March 31, 1910,
ord.
is
The opinion
by Associate and the
On or about that date the appellant fore the Interior
dismissed the com coal from the land. On April 11,
Department.
Justice Frank W. Parker and is con plaint asjudgment
to the said defendant. On 1905 it took a deed from the owner for requested Mrs. Schump to make the Taos,
New Mexico.
curred in by Judges McFie, Mechem, May 27, 1907, Haverkamp was adjud- the
do.
to
land; held, that in the absence conveyance which she refused
Chief Justice Pope, havH. L. ORTIZ,
ged bankrupt and the defendant Mil- of a binding contract between plain- Then suit followed.
ing tried the case below did not par- ler elected a trustee in bankruptcy of tiff and its vendor for the
In his opinion Judge Roberts says:
and Counacttor-at-Lapurchase
Attorney
ticipate nor did Associate Justice the estate on June 22, 1907.
of the land, prior to the discovery by "We have carefully reviewed the evi
before all the courts ie
Practicing
Roberts, who had not heard the arguOn December 12, 1908, Miller filed plaintiff that the defendants had tak- dence and are of the opinion that it the Territory.
ment.
For rates and full Information address
New Mexico
en coal from the land, it could not clearly establishes fraud on the part Santa Fe
This was an action of ejectment an amended answer to the complaint.
The evidence dis- is further alleged in the case recover for the value of the coal of Mrs. Schump.
It
& p. Agent,
g- the
Sane
Riverside
and
brought by
PROBERT & COMPANY
taken by the defendants prior to the .closes that Mrs. Collins was an un
El Paso Texas
Cement Manufacturing Company to that some of the creditors had secured
woman and she had never
date
it
title.
Investments
educated
Jthe
acquired
defendant
agains"
Judgment
recover the possession of a placer
and that by reason of
7.
The evidence in this case ex- - had any prior business transactions
Latrfs, Mines, Bonds & Stocki.
mining claim called Chieftain No. 1, Haverkamp
these facts the mortgage of the plain- amined and held that the trial court of any kind."
Money Loaned for investors
resulting in a verdict and judgment tiff was fraudulent
and .void as committed error as to the amount of There is no syllabus.
We have for sale general stocks ot
for the possession of only a portion
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise,
against the creditors.
Reply was coal for which a recovery was alTerritory v. Mills,
of the same. There is no syllabus.
filed denying all fraud and a trial was lowed.
No. 1389. The Territory of New and other Business Opportunities
v.
Grande.
Tagliaferri
had resulting in a decree
for the
8. The evidence held to support s
vs. Melvin W. Mills throughout Tam county.
Mexico,
Case No. 1355. Rafael Tagliaferri,
of $7444.25 together with finding by the trial court that plain- et al., appellee,
plaintiff
Bank References Furnished.
Appeal from the
appellants.
appellee vs. Caesar Grande, appellant. $744.45 attorneys fees,
cents district court of Santa
New Mexico.
sustaining the tiff is entitled to recover 12
Fe County. Taos,
Appeal from the district court of Ber- validity of the plaintiff's
mortgage per ton tor tne coai laKen oy me
JudgnMint ot the lower court is at
nalillo county. The judgment of the and
declaring the same as prior lien tendants,
The opinion is by Judge
firmed.
lower court Is modified and affirmed.
upon the funds in the hands of the Andrews vs. Rio Grande Livestock Roberts and is concurred in by all
The opinion is by Chief Justice Pope trustee derived from the sale of the
0f the judges except Judge McFie,
Company.
and is concurred in by all the judges
RESIDENCE, DON GASPAR
property mortgaged.
Case No. 1383. Edgar Andrews vs. who, did not participate as he tried
except Judge Abbott who tried the
From this decree, the defendant
AVE
The Rio Grande Livestock Company, the case.
case below and did not participate.
'
Miller, trustee, brought the case into W. R. Thomas and R. B.
ap220 Red
orPhone,
Tnomas,
in
sued
Taos
the
1893,
the
appelBank,
County
Grande,
Tagliaferri
this court by appeal.
pellees.
Appeal from the district ganized under the laws of the Terri- OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
lant upon a complaint combining two
There is no syllabus.
The tory of New Mexico, made application
court, first judicial district.
causes of action. The first was upon
become a depository of ail terrian action in the nature of trespass Caledonian Coal Co. v. Rocky Cliff Co. judgment of the lower court is rever-tPhone, 237 Black
No. 1378. The Caledonian
Coal sed with instructions to the lower torial moneys to the amount of $10
quare clausum fregit for $600 dama
OFFICE
HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
non- 000, under section 5,
ges, actual and punitive,
chapter 61, of
cnarging Company, appellee, vs. Rocky Cliff court to overrule the motion for
KODerts
Coal
Steven
is
suit.
The
and
1893
cerof
New
of
Mexico
by judge
the Laws
opinion
Grande with having entered upon
Mining Company
RATE OF
tain real estate in Albuquerque and Canavan, appellant. Appeal from the and is concurred in by all the judges. (Sec 255, C. L. 1897) and gave its
beSuit was instituted by the appellant bonQ8 to the territory in sum of
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. B
dug holes therein and set stakes and district court of McKinley County
the district court of Santa Fe 000 wlth Juan Santistevan and Melposts thereon. The second cause of fore Judge Abbott. The lower court
Genito-lrinarDiseases.
action was in ejectment to recover is reversed. The opinion is by Judge County. March 2, 1908, to quiet title vin W. Mills, the appellants herein, as
of sureties. On November 6, 1903, suit
Mechem and is concurred in by all the to the north half of the NE 4
possession of the premises.
Judges except Judge Abbott, who did Section 17, T. 15 N., R. 8 East, against was instituted by the territory on the THE WAS5ERMAN & NOOUCH
The Syllabus.
TESTS. SALVARSAN "606"
not participate as he tried the case the appellees, and for injunctive re- bond
the principal and sureThe syllabus says.
The defendants ties against
below.
lief and damages.
ADMINISTERED.
In1. A description in a written
and judgment was prayed for in
The case was one alleging trespass, filed an answer denying appellant's sum of
strument calling for an acequia as a
with interest
$4304.86,
together
Chemical and Microscopical Exinvolved the possession
of certain allegations of ownership ot the tract from August 4, 1903.
The bank and aminations of blood, sputum, urine
boundary carried title in the absence
SELLING
of some words clearly importing a coal lands in McKinley county and the in question; alleging that appellant Juan Santistevan defaulted and a joint and
contents. Directions
or
different intention, to the center of complaint states that the defendants was in possession of some part but judgment was rendered November 6 for gastric
of the land in controversy
entered
said
mined
collecting
land
and
specimens given op
parts
upon
such acequia.
1903, against them in the district
Dec. 23, 24, 25, 30 and 31,1911; also
1, 1912
denied his possession of all: cenied court tor
2.
$4367.92. The appellant Mills application.
Testimony tendered considered coal, about 50,800 tons, valued at
The defendants answered adverse Possession
by appellant
and held to constitute no such evi $87,884.
answered tne Complalnt and after State Nat. Bank Bld Albuquerque N Al
o
dence of estoppel as would render it that they were not advised that the ten years. iue moiviy vi iurs iodc
judgment against him In the district
plaintiff is owner of the land and ask- a long one.
admissible.
court appealed to the Supreme Court
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
There is no syllabus.
received ed strict proof thereof. The answer
3. Testimony erroneously
and the judgment was reversed, and
Dentist
denied
defendants
extracted
had
that
Collins v. Schump.
will not, in a case disposed of by the
the cause remanded to the district
Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
coal
(in the year 1904) of the value
No. 1386. Mary E. Collins appel court. Mills filed an amended answer
court upon peremptory instructions
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
to the jury, be deemed a ground of alleged in the complaint and alleged lant, vs. Julia Schump, et al., appel- and a demurrer was interposed to this Phone Red 6.
was
con1
the
that
coal
mined
court
the
with
of
lower
lees.
the
decision
The
answer.
reversal unless it appears that the
It was sustained by the
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p. m.
court considered such in reaching Its sent and agreement of the plaintiff. is reversed and remanded with In- district court and the defendant elec
And by Appointment
The
that
concluded
court, however,
struction to overrule the demurrer ted to' stand on the demurrer. Judg
conclusion.
was
entitled to recover and to proceed with the hearing of the ment was rendered against him in the
4. Muniments of title, prior to that the plaintiff
STANDLEY G. 8MALL, M. D.
in party having use for from the defendants 12 2 cents per case. The opinion is by Judge Rob sum of $5,834.26, from which judg
immediately
Physician and Surgeon.
NEW
MEXICO.
ROSWELL,
ton
for
coal
number
the
the
all
in
the
and
extracted,
is
concurred
erts
in
by
such at a trial, are presumptively
ment this appeal was taken.
Office and Residence
Washington
tons
of
and
the
at
did
who
Mechem
placed
28,789,
being
judges except Judge
the possession of the person to whom
There is no syllabus.
"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ave. next door to Public Library.
to be recovered at $3593.62, not participate, as he tried the case
Ranked by United States War Den;de and such presumption of. fact amount
Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
stands prima facie as a sufficient making with interest $4,678.21, with and Judge Wright who appeared as
2 to 4 p. m. Evenings.
partment as "Distinguished Institucosts of suit for which amount
so counsel at one time in the case and
POLITICS
showing, justifying the use of the
tion." Army officers detailed by War
Phone Black 47.
found
court
the
entered
did
not
judgment
undel
participate.
record ot such title papers,
Department
Both
of
from
judgover
the
case
This
is
the
parties
appeal
ownership
Compiled Laws, Section 3965, allowThe 'Only" Question.
Through Academic course, preparment of the court.
property In the city of Tucumcari. It looks like Andrews and some
ing the use of the record where the
ing young men for college or business
The
plaintiff claims the court erred The property was valued at $4500.
original is not in the hands of the
life. Great amount of open air work.
in not rendering judgment in its fa About the middle of Harch, 1910, the one else for U. S. Senate. The real
Furnished for attractive enterprises
Healthiest location of any Military
vor (a) for the Full amount of coal First National Bank of Tucumcari question is the "some one else."
In all substantial lines of business.
School in the Union. Located in the
found by the court to have been ex filed suit against Mr. and Mrs. Col- Wagon Mound Pantagraph.
a
Railroads, Tractions, Water It Elecbeautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
tracted, 31,256.76 tons and (b) for the lins on a promissory note, executed
tric Powers, Irrigations, Timber, Mln-IdUp to the People.
of the West at an elevation ot 3VuU
full value of the coal as found by to the bank by the husband but NOT
Agricultural ft Industrial
feet above sea level, sunshine every
the Court to be $1.75 per ton. The de- signed by the wife. The summons in Delegate W. H. Andrews returned
Bond, Debenture and Stock Issues
fendants claim . that the court erred the suit was served on Mrs. Collins to Washington this week to be on
day, but little rain or snow during the
Purchased or Sold.
season.
(a) in finding as a matter of law that while her husband was absent and hand when Congress opens. He be Underwritten,
for European
will
care
Properties
purchased
the
take
lieves
that
people
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
was
for
entitled
recover
to
unknown.
address
plaintiff
investment
and
exploitation
to
who
man
Great
Suffered
is
faithful
of
their
a
Shellhorn
the
Lady
coal
was
from
all graduates
extracted from the south
any
standard eastern
It appears that Mrs. 'Schump
Financial Undertakings of all sorts
half of section eleven prior to April at the appellant's house at the time interests. During his seven years of
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
Deal, But Is All Right Now.
'
H 1905, the date the plaintiff receiv- the papers were served and took services as New Mexico's delegate in handled.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
Miscellaneous commissions ana ored the deed from the railroad com- possession of them and that she told Congress Mr. Andrews has always
la all respects.
Shellhorn, Ala. In a letter from this
pany and (b) the court erred In hold- Mrs. Collins "that the bank was going been at his post on duty. Estancia ders of all characters accepted for
BEGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
place, Mrs. Carrie May says: "A short ing as a conclusion of law that plain- to start in and tie
in any European country.
up her stuff so Herald.
W. G. HAMILTON. Vice Pres.
time ago, I commenced to have weak tiff was entitled to recover for
Correspondence enclosing full deany
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
I felt bad all
spells and headaches.
tails at first writing invited.
coal in excess of 6,932 tons.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
the time, and soon grew so bad I
The Syllabus.
THE INTERNATIONAL BANKERS ALLIANCE
and W. A. FINLET.
couldn't stay up. I thought I would die.
Now, then, comes the syllabus In
For particulars and Illustrated caAt last my husband got me a bottle th!s
14 -- 16 -- 18 Bloomsbury Street.
interesting case:
talogues eddress :
of Cardul, and It helped me; so he got
1. Coal and minerals In
are
Have you weak heart, dizzy feelings, oppressed
London, England,
place
some more. After I had taken the land and their removal by a trespas
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
breathing alter meals P Or do you experience pain
of
shortness
breath
on
the
over
going
heart,
second bottle, I was entirely well.
ser constitutes a permanent Injury to
Superintendent
and the many distressing symptoms which indicate
I wish every lady, suffering from the freehold for which the owner of
HACK
noor circulation and bad blood? A heart tonic.
womanly trouble, would try CarduL the fee alone is entitled to recover
that has stood the test of
blood and
It Is the best medicine I know ot It damages.
over 40 years of cures is
Prom
2. Proof of more than simple pos
did me more good than anything I ever
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
com
session upon which trespasses
BARRANCA
TAOS
used."
1 Cardul Is a woman's tonic a plained of are committed is necessary
The red
The heart becomes regular as elock-worMeets
Both North South
to support an action to recover the
blood corpuscles are increased in number and the
Successor to B. P. Williams
strengthening medicine for women, value
nerves in turn are well fed. The arteries are filled
coal
of
extracted
the
unlawfully
Trains.
Bound
I have purchased the entire stock of horses and
made from Ingredients that act spewith good rich blood. That is why nervous debility,
equipment
by trespassers and converted to their
'
Owned hy B P. Williams and will continue to operate It as aformerly
are
over
and
on
on the arrival of
the
and
Leaves
Barranca
womanly
organs,
disappear
cifically
hunting
spells,
Irritability,
own use.
,
i! CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day orFIRST
come by this alterative extract of medicinal roots
the north bound train and arrives at
thus help to build up the womanly con
?,.
A goes into possession
Where
night
te furnish you with any kind e a rig you may want I will endeavor
put np by Dr. Pierce without the use of alcohol.
Taoa at 7 p. m.
stitution to glowing good health.
of land in pursuance of ad agreement
Aak vour neighbor. Many have been oared of
St give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your
i
As
a
woman's
Ten miles shorter than any ether
It
for
has
"fever-soresremedy
owner
Ills,
white swellings, etc., by taking
to purchase the land of B, the
scrofulous conditions, uloers,
patronage.
a successful record of over 50 years.
way. Good severe tiaeks and good
Dr. Pierce's Discovery. Just the refreshing and vitalizing tonio needed for
thereof, and with B's consent, begins
excessive tissue waste, in convalescence from fevers or for
anaemio,
teams. Fare 90.00 round trip. Teams
Tour druggist sells it Please try
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST,
to mine coal therefrom, A's posses
people. Stiok to this safe and sane remedy and refuse all "just
'
furnished oommerolai men to take In
N. B. Write la: Udiei' Advliorv Dm.. Qiatta-Momere
Is
a
of
Phone 199 Red
sion
that
licensee.
Santa Fe, N.M
as good" kinds ofisred by the dealer who is looking for a larger profit. NothMedklM Co., Chattanoora, Term., for SpeeiaX
the surrounding towns. Wire Embedo
4. A license to mine coal does not
noma in
ana
ing will do yon half as much good as Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Diseorery.
boo,
innruaumt,
tatleav
WsM.MSMsMSMIiMiii1iW-miMwwwJ0br Woata," Mat la piaia wrapsar, sa nqntU
convey or grant to the licensee any
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GEAL SALE

December 4

December

9

Better prices than ever offered before on Indian and Mexican Blankets of all kinds. Clean sweep
on Baskets, Pottery and Indian Photos. In fact, everything except
small Christmas Novelties, filigree, etc.
You Cannot Afford to Lose This Chance.

See Us Before Buying Elsewhere.

SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO COMPANY.
II
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years known as Best, Safest. Always Reliail
SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

New Meitean)
(Lewis E. Palmer in Exclusive ServCanton, China, Dec. S. The revoluice of Survey Press Bureau.)
tion long expected and long In prep"Tony the Newsboy" was his name
aration has come. Foreign residents and
Horatio A. Alger was his father.
had become so accustomed to leports
Last Saturday we figuratively coaxed
o? conspiracies and
from between his frayed covmovements that even the
wre Tony
ers in a Sunday school library (of
ac.aztd when the rising look pla?e course he was sleeping in an asn bartrained
iu great force and unde.
rel) and took him to the Boston school
leadership.
committee.
He was so pitifully forThe driving motives of the insur- lorn, all shreds and grime and ashes,
rection are economic quite as much that we let him sit on the floor beas political. The impoverishment of hind a blackboard where he could see
the Chinese is probably far greater but not be embarrassed. For though
than it was a generation ago. The Tony is still a favorite when he stays
people have been more harried uy where he belongs, in his book, we felt
the tax collectors even during the that he might not prove very popular
last ten years than they were previ- among the fifty
in the room. Picture him
ous to the Boxer uprising. The prescrouched down in the chalk dust, besure of imperial government and
for money has hind the blackboard, watching and
crushed the mass of the people until listening with mouth and eyes and
their misery has afforded the
patches agape.
Boy judge of Trial Court
tionary agitators a convincing argument that the time has come to turn
Judge Harry Hornstein, "agfid sixout the Manchus and to creat If pos- teen, sir," of the Boston Newsboys'
sible a liberal and more compassion- Trial Court, was speaking:
"I am not here to do any electionate government
The extreme weakness of the cen- eering today,, fellows. I have been
tral government, a weakness that has serving on the Trial Court for a year
been more marked since 1900 than be now and my term of office is ovc. It's
fore in this generation, gave tne in-- ; up to you fellows representing over
elect
surgent leaders confidence that they fifty schools here in Boston to want
new board today and we all
a
would be able to make
headway;
no matwin
against any force that the imperials to see the best boys or out,
or
ter what their color
religion
might send against them The China-- school
are. The court during the past
man loves the secret society. Com- - j
fellow a
munal feeling, the necessity of the in-- , year has tried to give every
some of
and
deal,
although
square
eldividual being supported by his f j
us don't know very much about jurislows, has been utilized by the revolu-- ,
we've been on the job for
tionaries.to the utmost. The revolu-- prudenceto all and I think
you fellows
justice
secret societies extending will all
tionary
with me. We acted as
agree
throughout Southern China probably friends to friends. It's poor business
include a membership of several to sell before 6 o'clock in the mornmillions, the control of them central- ing, because a fellow that sells beizing in a small group of able men.
fore that time don't get enough
The political poster and leaflet has sleep at night and is dopey the next
been largely the means of preparing day in school. If you want to grow up
the mass of the people for change. to be a bum, the best way to start
The work of the secret societies has in is to sell late at night to the sports
been directed to circulating single who ought to be home in bed. If you
sheet pamphlets or pasting up little are on the job with your badge durinflammatory posters discrediting the ing the hours when you ought to be on
army, narrating specific instances of the job, you won't run up against
the ruthlessness of the Manchu tax this court or any other court."
Five Candidates for Three Jobs.
gatherer, the neglect of the people
We thought we saw Tony slink
by those who assumed to be paternal
benefactors, the weakness of the Pek- back a little farther into the cornet
ing government and a hundred other when Philip Davis, the supervisor of
allegations undermining the fear and licensed minors introduced the five
the respect of the people for their candidates for the three positions in
the trial court. A little Irish chap
despotic rulers.
from South Boston, an aspirant for
A singular feature lias been the at
that he could
the
titude of the stutlent class. Those ed- makebench,in explained
what he lacked in
ability
up
inucated abroad have been largely
size. A colored boy from Dorchestet
structed in Japan. They seek to folset forth his claims. A Gen
low in the footsteps of new Japan, modestly
man from English High and a Jew
which succeeded in ridding the coun- from the High School of Commerce
try of foreign intervention and In be- told just why they should be elected
coming a great power within the term judges.
of an ordinary life.
Slate Had Not Been Fixed.
men and
. Thousands of these bright
Then the balloting started. There
scattered was a rumor that the slate had been
energetic youths s are
throughout the country preaching "fixed," but in reality the votes were
the doctrine that China is cursed by split from the head of the ticket down.
the weakness of its own government In Tony's day there weren't such
yielding to the foreigners and that things as newsboy republics, and so
help, progress and security can only Tony was more aghast than ever when
eome by upsetting the existing order he saw that the balloting included a
and organizing upon the principle of captain general and a general secre
China for the Chinese. Strangely al- tary as well as the three judges for
so these agitators, including all those the trial .court. . Each captain of
educated in Japan, are furiously anti newsboys from the fifty schools had
a vote for each candidate, some of
Japanese.
The correspondent will not endeav- the delegations carrying over 100
or to predict the result of the pres- votes from their respective districts
ent
It and some swinging not more than
insurrection.
count showed that
seems likely to succeed, but the for- twenty. The final 1911-1will jonsist
the trial court for
eign observers have a profound disAb Resnlck, and
trust of the present capacity of the of Michael Berman, colored
a
boy. The
in Henry Brown,
Chinese for
j

1

1

The Newsboys' Trial Court, established about a year ago, is the republic's department of justice. The
court consists of three newsboy
judges elected from the ranks of the
captains, a clerk, and two adult judges appointed by the school committee.
The court deals with all violations of
license regulations and minor troubles
which before had clogged the Juvenile
court.
A year's trial has proved the Newsboys' Court successful and practicable. Those who deal with Boston
newsboys know the
principles worked out by Mr. Davis.
g

:

captain general will be James
and the general secretary, Joseph Flax.
When the cheering was over we
thought of Tony in his patched trousers and ragged shirt But Tony had
gone back to his ash barrel in the Aland
ger book. Newsboy republics
newsboy courts bad made him hone
Bieder-ma- n

sick.

......

Newsboys Republic
Republic
The Boston Newsboys'
consists of all newsboys between tte
Without opiates or harmful drugs ages of eleven and fourteen, licensed
of any kind Foley's Honey and Tar by the school committee, as distinCompound stops coughs ana cures guished from the older boys license!
colds. Do sot accept any substitute. by the city council. Tne republic has
some cltlsens over fourteen wno at
Sold by all druggists.

Unto Thee-

-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, Dc. 9 Judge George H.
Hutton of the Los Angeles Superior
court delivered an exhaustive eluci"Califordation of the
nia Doctrine" regarding water rights
before the national irrigation congress
here today. He declared that while
the doctrine had puzzled justices of
the United States Supreme Court, it
was well understood by nearly all residents of California.
much-discusse- d

"The great trouble with the Califorarises not
nia Doctrine,
from the doctrine itself nor from the
application of that doctrine by the
supreme court, but from a vast, mis
understanding among lawyers and laymen in courts in other states as to
the real meaning of the doctrine. The
misunderstanding arises llargely because the habit of mind of the
eastern lawyer and jurist causes him
to think in terms and in the light of
his own experience in an
country, while the habit of mind of the
Californian causes him to think in
terms of his own experience in a

Where the Locality Does Not Count
Wherever there are people suffering from kidney and bladder ailments, from backache, rheumatism
and urinary irregularities, Foley Kidney Pills will help them. Belvidere,
111., E. A. Kelly, an
says:
"Three years' ago aiy kidneys became so bad that I was compelled to
give up my engine and quite. There
was a severe aching pain over the
hips, followed by an inflammation of
country.
the bladder, and always a thick sedi- semi-ariment Foley Kidney Pills made me
"An appreciation of the fundamen
a sound and well man. I can not say tal civil-laconception that the watoo much in their praise." Sold by ter running in a natural stream is not
all druggists.
a part of the land, nor the subject of
property in any sense of the word, Is
essential to an accurate understanding
of the California doctrine.
"The California Doctrine of riparian
Palace.
rights applied in conjunction with apA. Seligman, City.
propriation may thus be summarized:
C. A. Siringo, City.
appro"An absolute or
Mr. and Mrs. Armstrong, Washingcan only be made from a
priation
ton, D. C.
stream below the point of appropriaMr. and Mrs. W. M. Peterson. Wastt tion, not
previously appropriated,
lngton, D. C.
when the entire stream is on governMiss Mary Conlon, City.
ment land or when riparian owners
W. J. Kuhn, D. & R. G.
below will not be injured, and the
F. L. Edminster, Alamosa.
lower owner will not be permitted to
P. F. Lonergan, Albuquerque.
assert injury, if the riparian owner
Mark Harrison,. Denver.
above is using the water in the most
L. P. Wells, New York.
beneficial way, even though he conO. C. Watson, Pueblo.
sumes the entire stream.
W. S. Watson, Denver.
"A riparian owner's right of approJ. E. Huestand, Owensboro, Ky.
priation is the correlative right given
A. S. Alburtus, New York City.
exclusively to a riparian owner to
J. W. Ridge, Louisville, Ky.
so much water from the stream
take
Mrs. Alburtus, New York City.
or
as he can
(surface
Montezuma.
to a
economical use on
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Gallegos, Galle-gos- . put own beneficial,
his
riparian land.
over-watere- d

d

Hotel Arrivals.

n

'

Miss Lina Gallegos, Gallegos.
Mr. and Mrs. Ore Elvidge, Monti-cello- ,
Ind.
George D. Stetson, Kansas City.
J. A. Miller, Albuquerque.
Joseph F. Zinkler, Kansas City.
A. G. Pollock, City.
C. A. Gradwohl, Albuquerque.
C. Pfeiffer, New York City.
E. Packens, Estancia.
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Hume.
City.
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Becker. Molina
111.

E. Powell, Glorieta.
T.' Root, Denver.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Wight

G.
M.

Giddings,
Taos.
J. A. Farrell City.
S. L. Dale, Paducah,
Ky.
8. P. Clark, Chicago.
R. L. Cock, Kansas City.
Joseph Beeson, Los Angeles.
D. Page, Kansas City.
Alleged Bootleggers Arrested.
Mr. and Mrs. James McNeice were
arrested at Roswell on the charge pf
bootlegging. The police at the same
time seized twenty pint bottles of
..
whiskey.
.'.

2

republican Institutions
the western sense. Should the revolution succeed, the government will
probably be a mil'tary dictatorship
which perhaps some able and just in
dividuality will be in command. The
revolutionary cause appears to have
many leaders truly patriotic and with
alms beyond the passion for piling; up
private fortunes out of, the "squeeie
common under the ' present Manchu
government

L

HOW'8 THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY ft CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and bei
lleve him perfectly honorahiA in. an
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
oy nis nnn.
Walding, Kinnan ft Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken In'ter
nally, acting directly upon tne blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 76 cents
per bottle. Bold bjr all Draggists.

Fraternal Societies

WANTS

AND

I

FOR RENT

tend school and agree not to smoke, Vast
Misunderstanding of Enterprise Had to Create Its
gamble, short change, or do anything
Own Market in the
Lawyers and Laymen
whatever unbecoming a young citiIs Deplored
zen. It has been in existence for
Northwest
about four years and is a
scheme applied to the needs of the
trade. It is made up of 3,000 licensed RIPARIAN RIGHTS ARE DEFINED AND RECLAMATION WILL HELP
newsboys, 100 additional captains and
lieutenants elected annually "by the
boys according to school districts, a Do Unto Thy Neighbor As Settlement of Country Will Aid
chief icaptain, a general secretary,
the Timber Owners of the
Thou Wouldst Have Him Do

Extreme Weakness of Central Lewis E Palmer in Exclusive
Service of the Survey
Government Gave the Rebel
and seven district captains.
Press Bureau.
Department of Justice.
Leaders Confidence
(Br Special Leased Wire to

IRRIGATION

lMumondl(rnflYN
and Uold nietalliAv

Furnished rooms

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, . F. ft A. M.
Regular cnmmunl
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall a

at

206 Garfield Ave.

FOR SALE Gentle family horse,
also buggy, harness and saddle. B.

7.30.
IX.

Montoya, 104 College St.

H. DORMAN,

Master

FREE, Secrets of future unfolded,
8nd 3 questions clairvoyantly answered, Send birthdate. Stamp dime, for
mystic numbers. M. Saska, 808 N
19 St., Omaha, Neb.

CHAS. E. LINNET. Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No.
Regular
convocation second
Monday of each moath
at Masonic Hall at
1, R. A. M.

WANTED Expert
Stenographer.
7:30 p. m.
Heavy work. Knowledge of Spanish
JOHN H. WALKER,
essential. Must be expert perfect
H. P.
BeckBy Special Leased Wire to New ire can) health. Good salary. The John
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
Chicago Dec. 9. Irrigation as re- er Co., Belen, N. M.
lated to the lumber industry of the
Santa Fe Commandery
West was discussed by George M.
ManufacBIG PROFITS for you!
No. 1, K. T. Regular
Cornwall of Portland, Oregon, editor ture Barley Crisp. New Confection.
fourth Monconclave
of a Lumber Trade Journal, before 5c package costs you lc.
Machine
day in each month at
the nineteenth national irrigation $5.00 prepaid. Samples FREE. ShafMasonic Hall at 7:30
congress today. He said:
fer Co., 528 Natoma St, San FrancisP- - m.
"The lumberman of the West has co, Calif.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
occupied a peculiar positon in that
FOR SALE Text-bcoon Paragon
he has had to create his own market.
In the older sections of the East and Shorthand. Learned in one week.
Santa Fe lxdge of
Middle West lopg since practically Writers in government employ. Can
Perfection No." 1, 14th
Price
of popula- be learned without a teacher.
denuded, the congestion
degree. Ancient and Action afforded a ready market for ev- reasonable. Address, H. M., P. O. Box
cepted Scottish Rite of
313,
City.
(3t)
Free Masonry meets oa
ery species of available timber. But
in the vast West tardy settlement
the third Monday of each month
ROOMS FOR RENT One, three, at 7:30 o'clock in the
meant an inadequate lumber market.
evening la
And this is the point of contact be- or five nice, new, comfortable rooms Masonic Hall, south side of Plasm.
avenue.
for
rent
237
at
Washington
tween irrigation and the lumber inVisiting Fcotish Rite Masons are cos
' Large, handsome dining room, excep- dially Invited to attend.
j i.
dustry.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT.
32.
"Lumbering in the Northwest had tionally nice and well suited for
its inception in the early years of boarders.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 31
the last century. Now, it has develCAPITAL FOR CORPORATIONS
oped to gigantic proportions.
Secretary.
can be secured in Cincinnati, and
"The value of the lumber Industry
the States of Ohio, Indithroughout
p. o. e.
of the state of Washington, alone is
ana, and Kentucky for any good offianta Fe Lodge No.
$75,000,000 annually, that of Oregon,
of
bonds
and
stocks
placed
fering
40, B. P. O. E. holds
Eighty with J. GORDON MALCOLM & COMapproximately $30,000,000.
Its regular session oa
per cent of this sum is represented PANY, Financiers, Cincinnati.
the second and fourth
In addition
by labor and supplies.
Wednesday of sack
the lumber industry creates business
TYPEWRfTERS.
month. Visiting brothand supports every species of activiCleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
ers are invite and
ty of the community. The 800 billion ilatens furnished.
Ribbons and sup
welcome.
feet of standing timber in Oregon,
plies.
sold, exchanged
Typewriters
CARL A. BISHOP.
Washington, Idaho, Montana and Call anf rented. Standard makes handled
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
fornia must all find an outlet, and to All
repair work and typewrltea guar
Secretary.
the lumbermen it is apparent that ir- anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
rigation must be their most benefi- change. Phone 231.
F. W. FARMER
cent agent. For with the lumber
Homestead No.
manufacturer of the Pacific Coast the
2879.
problem is to und a market for his Market steady. Native steers $5.25
Brotherhood
of
lower grades in territory where 9; southern steers $4.256.50; south
ern cows
American Yeomen
freight rates are not prohibitive. The cows and and heifers $34.50; native
heifers $2.757; stockers
Meets
Seconal
intermountain states are the natural
and Fourth Thuro
market zone for Pacific Coast com and feeders $45.75; bulls $3.505;
mon lumber which constitutes eighty calves $4.508; western steers $4.50
days. Fireman's
6.50; western cows $35.
Hall. H. Foremast,
per cent of the trade.
Market
Hogs
A. E. P. Robinson,
Receipts 4,000.
"To settle up and develop this
Bulk of sales $5.806.30;
strong.
Cor.
Sec. Mrs. Daisy
to
will
a
where
it
great country
point
and butch-

Nation.

k

a

$6.256.35; packers
absorb the ever increasing surplus of heavy
ers $66.30; light $a.606.15; pigs $4
lumber in its legitimate territory, is
5.25.
a work in which irrigation must serve
Sheep
Receipts none. Market
as a basic factor."
steady. Muttons $34; lambs $4.25
6; range wethers and yearlings
$3.255; range ewes $24.

MARKET REPORT

"Land is riparian to a stream or
when it borders on the
Closing Quotations.
stream and is within the watershed.
New York, N. Y., Dec. 9. Call
"Land is riparian to a percolating money nominal; prime paper, 4
mass of water when it overlies the 4
Mexican dollars,
silver, 55
mass so that it can draw therefrom by 46
copper nominal. Tin, 44.75
45 25; lead, 4.40Q)50;
capilarity pumps or flowing wells.
amalgamated,
"Last but most important of all 61
Atchison,
sugar, 115
California
Doctrine is best applied 105
the
Great Northern, 127; N. Y.
in the light of that greatest of all Central, 105
Northern Pacific,
principles: Do unto thy neighbor as 116
Southern
Reading, 148
thou wouldst have thy neighbor do Pacific, 110
Union Pacific,
unto thee."
170
steel, 62; steel, pfd., 108
Grain and Produce.
AN ALARM AT NIGHT,
Lead and Spelter.
That strikes terror to the entire
St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 9. Lead firm,
household is the loud, hoarse and 4.37
spelter quiet, 6.25.
metallic cough of croup. No mistakChicago, 111., Dec. 9. Wheat Deing It, and fortunate then the lucky cember, 93
May 97
Corn December, 61
parents who keep Foley's Honey and
May,
Tar Compound on band. H. W.
62
Canton, N. Y., says: "It is
Oats December, 46
May 48
worth its weight in gold. Our little
children are troubled with croup and
Pork May 15.85.
hoarseness, and all we give them is
Lard January, 8.95.
,
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. I
Ribs January, 8.12
a
bottle
have
of
it in the
always
Wool.
house." Sold by all durggists.
St. Louis, Dec. 9. Wool steady; territory and western mediums 1720;
Herewith are some bargains offeret fine mediums 166(318; fine 1115. '
New Mexican PrlntlncCom-p- a
Livestock
by the
nr.-- Code of Civil Procedure of the
Chicago, 111., Dec. a. Cattle ReTerritory of New Mexlee, 1897. sheep ceipts, 200. Market steady. Beeves,
Texas steers, $4.10
bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri $4.659.25;
Pleading forms, S; Missouri Cods 5.75; western steers,
$4.407.25;
Pleadings, $6; the two for 110 stockers and feeders, $3.00 5.80;
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws cows and heifers, $2.005.90; calves,
of New Mexico, iS89. 19 M and 1903 $5.50 8.25.
Market
Hogs Receipts,
Bngllsh and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25:
12,000.
fall leather S3. Sheriffs FlexlbH strong, 5c higher. Light, $5.60 6.25;
Cover Poek't Dockets, single, 11.J6 mixed,$5.806.37
heavy, $5.90
Now 6.10; good to choice heavy, $6.10
two or mar books, 11 sack.
M'xice Supreme Court Reports. Net 6.40; pigs, $4.00 5.55; bulk of sales,
sad 1 inclusive, $..10 sack. Cm $6.056.35.
Market
Sheep Receipts, 20,000.
ytlatloa Corporation Laws, 76 e. Com
ttstioa Mining Law. 0
Mosey' steady. Native, $2.254.15; western,
$4.255.60;
ngest of Now Msxtee Papons, far $2.804.10; yearlings,
full Use swaee! blaaka lambs, native, $3.766.25;
western,
shoe.
$4.255.65.
If rm mat anything ea --art try . Kansas City, Mo, Dec. 9. Cattle
s Want ad lv the New XoHoUs
Receipts 500, including 400 southerns.
e
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Farmer.

Santa Fe Camp
M.
A.
W.
fleets second Tues-

13514,

day eacb month, so
clal meeting UJrt
Tuesday at Elko
Hall. Via ting nelgk

Cotton.
New York, N. Y., Cotton, spot
dull; middling uplands, 9.20; middl bors welcome.
ing gulf, 9.45; No sales.
L. G. WHITHER, Consul.
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
' BEST ON EARTH"
This Is the verdict of R. J. Howell.
Santa Fe Camp No
Tracey, O., who bought
Foley's
6673, R. N. A. meets
and
Tar
his
for
Honey
Compound
fourth Tuesday of
wife. "Her case was the worst 1
each month; so
have ever seen, and looked line a
cial meeting third
sure case of consumption.
Her lungs
Tuesday at Elks'
were Bore and she coughed almost
Hall
incessantly and her voice was hoarse
neighbors welcome
and weak. Foley's Honey and Tar
NETTIE VICKROY,
Compound brought relief at once and
Ora.de,
less than three bottles effected a com- FLORENCE RISING.
plete cure." Sold by all druggists.
Recorder.

Visiting

Takes Hagerman Option.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
R. I. Ferris left Wednesday for
(Publisher.).
where he will spend a week on Department of the Interior,
land business. He has taken an op- U. S. Land Of" at Santa Fe. N. M.
tion on 40,000 acres of the old HagerNovember 15.
man ranch there, which he will sell
Notice is hereby given that Luciano
to homeseekers.
Roswell News.
Ortega, of Lamy, N. M., who, on October 18, 1906, made homestead 10134
No 07888, for S
section 35, townFOR SALE.
14
11 E. N. M. meridian,
Department of14.the Interior, Washington, ship filedN, range
1911. Sealed bids marked has
D. O., October
notice of intention to make)
outside "Bid for timber on Jioarlila Indian Hnal
r
proof, to establish claim
Reservation. New Mexico," and addressed to
the Commissioner of Indian Affaira. Washing- to the land above described, before
ton," will be received ontU 12 o'clock noon.
Eastern time, February 1, 1912, for the purchase Register or Receiver U. S. Land Ot.
and removal of all merchantable dnad timber Nee, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 26th
standing or fallen and aU the live timber that
may be designated for cutting by the officer day of tffeember, 1911.
in charge on
designated area of approxiClaimant names as witness:
mately 130,000 acre upon both tribal and allotted lands of the Jioarlila Indian Reservation.
Sandoval, George Lathrop,"
Eulogio
o
New Mexico, located within townnhlmt sa
30 and 31 North. Ranges I. t
nd x West, New Fillberto Martinet, Francisco SandoMexico principal meridian, lying within the val, all of Lamy, N. M.
watersheds of Duloe. Bums and I. J.r.
MANUEL OTERO,
Creeks, and containing approximately 130000,-00feet, V M. of timber, principally yellow
Register.
A
of
of
a
(5,000
deposit
certified check
pine.
on a solvent National Bank drawn in favor of
the Commissioner of Indian Affaira must accompany each bid. No bid of leu than 13.00 MEN AND WOMEN WANTE
per M. board feet for the first six ye.irs of the
F0I GOVERNMENT POSITIONS.
contact and M.&Oper M. board feet for rh last
three veers of the contraat will ha amiUmi
Free booklet tells about S60.0M
The right to wave teebalnaldef ecu Is ad vertise- menu ana una ana to rejeot any na aU bids protected positions In U. S. Civil 8er
Is reserved.
The timber mast be cut under vice.
Mors than 40,000 vacaneies)
rules and regulations, copies of whiob, with
lifetime employment."
fun her Information and blank bid form, may every year,
be obtained from the Superintendent of the
wiw am wr w1ISJIIIS-JiexrUla Indian Schaol. Dulce. New Medea,
or from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs' tlon booklet ' Now Mexico civil ttav
Washing too, U. O.
vice aehool, Albwiierwu. N. M.
CARMI A. THOMPSON,
Acting Secretary et the Interior. 452.
s,

.
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.'M.

EIGHT

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.

(

Grocery,Bakeryandlftarket

j

WHAT WE HAVE THAT'S NEW

j

j

A Carload of Canned

Fruits and

Pure Maple Syrup

I

Nuts, Raisins, Currants, Citron.

t

F. Andrews

92.. ..Phone.. ..92

!

MARKET

!

Vegetables

Phone No. 4.

Take LAXATIVE EROMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money if it
fails to cure, E. W. GHOVE S slgna-tur-e
is on each box. 25c.

Phone No.

i.
MARKET

HAYWARD

(Continued from Page Five.)
"A. S. Alburtus,' who lschVdulefflitb
give an exhibition at the Elks' theater, is here from New York City,
and is stopping at the Pafeee. .
H. T. Gibson of the. 'Ney Mexico
Central, and W..D. Shea, ol the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad," who
went to Alamosa, Colorado,' last
with
week on business connected
their railroads, will return here tonight.
Sheriff and Mrs. Charles Closson
will leave Chicago on Monday for
home, Mrs. Closson having completely
and
recovered from her operation,
Sheriff Closson having had enough of
the Windy City and being haiesick
for that dear old Santa Fe.
Mrs. Simon Nusbaum entertained
at cards last Wednesday evening at
her home in honor of i Mrs.. N. G.
S. C.
Those
Webb of Wilmington--

TO YOU THE

GMIN
JAMES
The kind of a watch that will give you, your son, your grand
son, accurate time under all conditions, because it is

C. McCONVERV,

$

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
Phone, Black 204.

THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE IN THE WORLD

415 Palace Avenue.

::::

We have them the regular sizes and the NEW PRECISION
VERITHIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased in an endless variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.

is our hobby. Try

repair-departme-

I RIDICULOUS DEDUCTIONS
I

nt

it.
15c

Steak Hammers

15c

10c

15c
5c
75c

Cast Iron Padlocks

Dollar Razors

z
E

m
m

t

JUST 'RECEIVED

Hand Painted Pictures in fine frames
Ready made Frames all Sizes

j

j

TOYS!
TOYS!
Large stock, come and get a price on

TOYS!

FURNITURE AND QUEENSWARE.

II

New and

Second-Han-

d

PHONE 56 BLACK.

15c
; 10c

25c
5c
5c

I

During our sale the above items will sell at these low
prices. REMEMBER, TWO DAYS ONLY. Come early, the
choice goods go first.
V- -

;w:.

m

-

-

Coat and Hat Hooks, per doz
25c Curling Irons
6 pair Rubber Heels, per pair
Tin Cups
Heavy W ater Glasses

DAVID LOWITZKI,

H

fuesday and Wednesday, December
JO

K

12

and

13

Only.

II

II Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

SANTA FE, N. M.

tic.

Made from pure, grape cream ol

and Mrs. W. T. Thornton who, were the guests of Mrs.
Thornton's sister, Mrs. J. P. Victory
on Garcia street, during the summer,
left this week for Los Angeles, to
The past few
spend the winter.
years they have had a winter home
at Guadalajara, Mexico, but the unrest in that republic prevented them
from returning there this time. DurThorning his stay here,
ton rendered effective assistance to
the Democratic
territorial central
committee in its campaign for the
election of W. C. McDonald as gover
nor. Governor Thornton is a mem-

Makes home baking easy. Nothing
can equal it for, makiiquickly and
perfectly,

JL

delicate

hot tiscuit,

hot-brea-

ds,

muffins, cake and pastry

Com-

Protects the food from alum.

Fifteen Club Guest of Mrs. Jaffa.
Mrs. Nathan Jaffa entertained the
Fifteen Club Friday afternoon with
a luncheon. It was a delightful farje- well tribute to the club of which she DARR0W CHARGED WITH
ATTEMPT TO
has been an active member so long.
The luncheon table was decorated with
yellow chrysanthemums, the club col-- , Alleged He Offered Attorney $10,000
!.
t0 Withdraw Fight Against
or being yellow. Only two members' I
Harvester Trust.
were absent, Mrs. Prince and Mrs. I.
H. Rapp, both of whom are out of the
city. Miss Julia Jaffa was the guest (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican I
Washington, D. C, Dec. 9. Maxof the club making fourteen present.
After the luncheon a program was well Edgar, a Chicago lawyer who. in
eiven that was a Htprnrv traot- - tho 1907 led a legal fight to force the In
paper by Mrs. Jacoo WeRiner on the reraallnal Harvester company to pay
drama being a very good exposition of mo? taxes' testlfld today before the
rlmer Senatorial Investigating Com-the subject. The program closed with
ad
10'
a discussion on Current Events and
ffeLed
deslst' " b,T
id the offer was
the drama in which all we members
made by a Chicago lawyer named
participated.

company.
Nothing to It Says Darrow.
Los Angeles, Dec. 9. "Edgar has
made that charge frequently before,"
said Attorney Clarence S. Darrow,
when shown the dispatch of the state,
ment before the Lorimer investigating committee. "There is nothing at
all to it. It is Irresponsible."

INCREASE OF HALF MILLION
IN CASH RESERVE SURPLUS.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, Dec. 9. The statement
of clearing house banks for the week
shows that the banks hold $4,681,500
reserve in excess of legal require-mentThis is an increase of $506,
ence S. Darrow and Edgar A. Ban 500 in the proportionate cash reserve
croft, the latter an attorney for the as compared with last week.

"f
0V

NOTICE TO SHAREHOLDERS. '
The regular annual meeting or the
Shareholders of the First National
Bank of Santa Fe will be held at me
Mexibanking house, Santa
co, on Tuesday, January 8th, 1912, at
3 o'clock, P. M., for the election
of,
Fe,-Ne-

directors for the ensuing year, and
for the transaction of such other busi-- ,
ness as may properly come before it.
J. B. READ, Cashier.
Happy
(Sunday

CASH OR EASY PAYMENTS.

tartar

FOREMOST
BAKING POWDER
IN THE WORLD

,,'

For Tuesday and Wednesday Only
25c Match Boxes

O

querque across country in a big Stanley steamer. Mr. Butler "was at one!
time superintendent of the Light and
Power Company in Las Vegas and i3
going to take charge of the plectric
plant at Albuquerque. Las Vegas Op-

i

i

mittee.

SPITZ, THE JEWELER
NOTE Perfect service in our watch

Mrs. L. V. McCarley,
Miss Knapp, Mrs. W. W. McCarley,
Nellie Nusbaum, Mr. DeBoard, Clarence Pierce, W. W. McCarley and
'
John Nusbaum.
...
There will be a special' meeting of
the Guild of the church of the Holy
Faith at 2:30 Monday afternoon at the
home of Mrs. W. S. Harroun when the
opportunity will be given to any one,
who so desires to purchase articles
left from the sale held on Wednesday afternoon. An important business
meeting will be held at the same
place promptly at 4 o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Butler arrived
yesterday from Raton and left this
morning for Santa Fe. They are mak- -

ber of the Inaugural Executive

" It's the Watch for You."

1911.

9,

present were:

AND PERSONAL

,

92.. .Phone ..92

WE RECOMMEND

SOCIAL

DECEMBER

SATURDAY,

j

big fun c6mpany
New
matinee) tonight

Hooligan

State Theatre.

FLOWERS
AT THE

CLARENDON, GARDENS
Phone Black 12.

R V. BOYLE, Manager.

1

77?

SANTA CLAUS' home is

at the Big: Store

of Nathan Salmon. This year we will break
our own record by having the biggest supply of Xmas Gifts than we have ever had
before. For the last four months we have
been studying carefully to make our selec- tions the biggest in the city, and succeeded in doing so.
We have fcocght everything imaginable iot chilitens' gifts.
I
All out othef Departments ate well supplied with
nitty and tasty Amas presents.

I

DS

TOS 1)

tluLS

GJ0)J?(S

I

Don't make your purchase before you look at our numerous bargains and great assortments.

'

1

fi

I,

REMEMBER

OUR PRICES ARE EQUAL TO ANY EASTERN
9 freight or expenses, and the bother is ours.
... -

This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaff aer & Marx Clothes.

Hi,

CITIES, and we will save you the
n

i

I

.

.,

:.v
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